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Making Personalised Prices Pro-Competitive and Pro-Consumers

ABSTRACT
Price personalisation raises four policy concerns: building trust, fostering competitiveness,
increasing access, and avoiding exploitation. The Modernisation Directive introduces an
information requirement about personalised prices. The research explains how this information
requirement can and shall be used to make price personalisation pro-competitive and proconsumers. The analysis can be divided into two main parts. First, disclosing the impersonal price
is the simple and effective way to reap the benefits of price personalisation while counteracting
its negative effects. Second, the legal grounds for the right to know also the impersonal price in
EU law are identified. After having explained that consumers have a right to be offered a
personalised price, it is shown that the principles of transparency and effectiveness in EU
consumer law, together with the right granted by Article 22(3) GDPR, imply that consumers have
the right to know also the impersonal price. The right to know also the impersonal price is a
critical tile for solving the puzzle represented by the best governance of digital markets in the
European Union.

KEYWORDS
Personalised price — Impersonal price — Consumer data law— Consumer choice — EU consumer
law — Information paradigm — Consumer REFIT — Modernisation Directive.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

28 November 2021 is the deadline for implementing the Modernisation Directive.1 On 28 May
2022, consumers in the EU will have the right to know if the price they are being offered is
personalised on the basis of automated decision-making.2 This is an important addition to
“consumer data law”,3 the branch of EU law that deals with the concretisation of the rights ex
Article 169 TFEU (consumer protection) in the specific context of digital markets. Introduced by
a last-minute amendment, the provision states that consumers have the right to know, “where
applicable, that the price was personalised on the basis of automated decision-making”. This
provision neither defines what “personalised price” means, nor qualifies in any way the content
of the information duty.
In relation to the definition of “price personalisation”, Recital 45 is helpful. According to the
recital, a price is personalised for “specific consumers or categories of consumers”, is “based on
automated decision-making and profiling of consumer behaviour”, and “allow[s] traders to assess
the consumer’s purchasing power”. In other words, a price is personalised when set at a certain
level because of an estimation of consumers’ willingness to pay, grounded in the analysis of their
personal data.
This article focuses on the second issue, namely what consumers have the right to know. The plain
language of the provision suggests that something along the line of “please note that the price we
are offering you was personalised” is enough to comply with the newly established duty.
Recital 45 does not add much. It harbours the reasoning that because businesses can personalise
prices by using “automated decision-making and profiling” to assess the “consumer’s purchasing
power”, consumers should “be clearly informed when the price” was personalised. From the
outset, note that the expression “be clearly informed when the price was personalised” can be
understood in two quite different ways. The least demanding understanding for the trader is that
consumers have to be clearly informed about the circumstance that the trader has personalised
the price. This understanding seems to be more consistent with the wording of the actual
provision. Thus, the adverb “when” in Recital 45 and the expression “that was” found in the
provision would be interchangeable. The more demanding understanding, however, is that when
consumers are offered a personalised price they have the right to receive the information in order
to make an informed decision. This interpretation of Recital 45 is more coherent with the
normative cornerstone of EU consumer law, namely that consumers have the right to make
informed choices. This research defends and develops the second perspective.

1

2
3

5

Art. 7(1) Directive (EU) 2019/2161 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 27 November 2019 amending
Council Directive 93/13/EEC and Directives 98/6/EC, 2005/29/EC and 2011/83/EU of the European Parliament
and of the Council as regards the better enforcement and modernisation of Union consumer protection rules
(hereinafter, ‘Modernisation Directive’).
Art. 7(2) Modernisation Directive.
Helberger et al. 2017 introduce the expression “data consumer law” to refer to the area dedicated to “the protection
of fairness and fundamental rights in digital consumer markets”. Others have been working on this issue, including:
Rohen 2016, Rott 2017, Bakhaum et al. 2018, Tjong Tjin Tai 2018. This paper uses the expression “consumer data
law” instead of “data consumer law” because privacy is called into question by concerns about the personal data of
consumers, so it is a concern about consumer data (not data consumer); hence, the expression “consumer data law”
seems more appropriate.
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Recital 45 sheds some light on the rationale of the information requirement, which is meant to
allow consumers to “take into account the potential risks in their purchasing decision”. This recital
treats personalised prices as a uniform category, while at the same time it remains entirely
unclear both what potential risks consumers should be wary of and how knowing that the price
was personalised would be helpful to them. A recent study on personalisation practises
commissioned by the Commission (Personalisation Study) shows that European consumers
believe they have little understanding of how price personalisation works, as well as the risks and
benefits involved. Only 44% of the survey participants have at least some understanding of how
price personalisation works, a minority (<20% of the total) believe they understand how it
works.4
The position paper by BEUC (The European Consumer Organisation) on the first draft of the
Modernisation Directive is also concerned about consumers being unaware of the risks. BEUC
lamented the lack of any intervention on price personalisation. In particular, BEUC showed
concern for consumers not knowing that they were being offered a personalised price, and
claimed that “consumers should be informed (i) about the use of algorithms to present offers or
to determine prices, its main criteria and the logic behind it, (ii) which data are used for this
purpose, and (iii) whether personal pricing techniques are involved”.5 Arguably, consumers will
be informed about everything BEUC indicates thanks to the new information requirement (even
in its narrower understanding suggested above), once it is read together with the General Data
Protection Regulation (GDPR).
In 2017, CERRE (Centre on Regulation in Europe), a Brussels-based think tank with strong
connections with the European Institutions, articulated a position similar to that of BEUC. Moving
from the premise that price personalisation has ambiguous effects on consumer welfare, CERRE
advanced as its policy recommendation that price personalisation “should be transparent to
ensure consumers’ trust in online markets”.6 Crucially, however, CERRE’s recommendation takes
into account both the risks and the benefits of price personalisation. Indeed, as will be explained
in Section II, price personalisation does not have only negative effects for consumers.
Interestingly, a couple of months after its position paper on the Modernisation Directive, BEUC
showed a similar awareness in its contribution that fed the discussion on price personalisation
leading to the 2018, OECD Personalised Pricing in the Digital Era.7
The question remains whether it is sufficient for consumers to know that the price was
personalised on the basis of algorithmic decision-making. Most notably, the Modernisation
Directive, BEUC, and CERRE share this belief. The same belief has grounded many recent enquiries
into price personalisation by legal scholars.8 The Personalisation Study strongly suggests that
4

5
6
7
8

Personalisation Study 2018, p. 104. The survey also collected data about the perceived benefits and risks associated
to price personalisation, but this data does not shed light on the understanding of how price personalisation works
because the questions asked to identify up to three benefits and risks. A different type of question (e.g., a Likert
scale) would have been needed to shed light on whether consumers’ self-reported understanding corresponds to
their true understanding. Moreover, the survey includes no question designed to check the extent to which the selfreported evaluation of one’s understanding is justified.
BEUC 2018a, p. 5.
de Streel et al. 2017, p. 48.
BEUC 2018b, pp. 3–5.
See: Zuiverdeen Borgesius and Poort 2017; Steppe 2017; de Streel and Jacques 2019; de Graaf 2019.
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more needs to be done. The study included a behavioural experiment, which showed that
information requirements complying with the plain meaning of the provision under comment had
little impact on consumer awareness.9 Across all treatments, only a bit more than one third
(35.9%) correctly understood whether they had been offered a personalised price.10
Against this complex and still not fully understood context, Clifford and Sibony have recently
called for more reflection on “what do we want to protect consumers against” when we regulate
price personalisation.11 This article answers this question by drawing from economic literature,
and in particular from the outstanding 2013 review by the OFT (UK Office for Fair Trading)
dedicated to price personalisation. A clear understanding of the economic dynamics behind price
personalisation is instrumental to an educated reflection on the best legal intervention. This idea
is embraced wholeheartedly by the Commission’s Better Regulation programme,12 at least at the
level of commitment.13 And it is making its way (too slowly, perhaps) also among legal
academics.14
Price personalisation may affect four main dimensions of market dynamics: consumer trust,
competitiveness, access, and exploitation. Pursuant to Article 169 TFEU, the overarching
substantive goals of EU consumer law are protecting the economic interests of consumers, as well
as their health and safety. These substantive goals go hand in hand with an institutional goal,
namely the creation of a competitive internal market in the EU. Thus, building consumer trust,
fostering competitiveness, and increasing access, are three desirable effects of price
personalisation within the EU legal order. Consumer exploitation is, instead, something that
should be avoided because it harms the economic interest of consumers directly. It is therefore
imperative to find a way to throw away the proverbial bathwater (exploitation) while keeping the
babies (trust, competitiveness, access).
Against this background, it is critical to avoid a paradoxical consequence of the new information
requirement about price personalisation. As explained in Section II.C, should a personalised
surcharge be assessed under Article 3(1) Unfair Contract Terms Directive (UCTD), in all
likelihood, it would be found unfair. However, the substantive review of the fairness of a price is
possible, according to Article 4(2) UCTD, if and only if the price is not transparent. If merely
informing that the price was personalised without any additional specification were sufficient to
make the term transparent, Article 4(2) would effectively shield personalised surcharges from
being reviewed. Consequently, consumers would be at the mercy of unscrupulous traders. This
cannot be right.
This article urges the Member States to make explicit the right to know also the impersonal price
by implementing the Modernisation Directive along these lines: “where applicable, how much the
price was personalised on the basis of automated decision-making”. This right is grounded in an
interpretation of the information requirement introduced by the Modernisation Directive within

14

For a description of the different scenarios presented to consumers in the behavioural experiment, see Annexes to
the Personalisation Study, pp. 153–154.
Personalisation Study, p. 118.
Clifford and Sibony 2020, p. 23. See also Steppe 2017, p. 785.
European Commission 2017, 2019.
See, however, with particular regard to the Consumer REFIT, Esposito and Sibony 2020.
See, for example, Riefa et al. 2019, Strowel and Vergote 2018, Valcke et al. 2018.
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the system of consumer data law. More precisely, the right to know also the impersonal price
derives from the thick notion of consent under the GDPR, and its interplay with the case law on
the transparency of core contract terms in consumer contracts, read in light of the principle of
effectiveness, and the rights granted to consumers in their capacity of data subjects by Article 22
GDPR (Section V).
Operating within the broader system of consumer data law, the right to know also the impersonal
price will empower consumers to reject personalised surcharges, thereby deterring traders from
offering them in the first place. More precisely, the right to know also the impersonal price is a
precondition for rejecting a personalised surcharge. This can be done by using one of the defensive
strategies, including opt-out mechanisms, available to consumers (Section III). Indeed, the power
to opt out from personalised prices has been called for also by the OECD, the OFT, and BEUC.15
Moreover, the analysis in Section III shows also that consumers have the right to be offered an
impersonal price. The existence of the right to be offered an impersonal price is a necessary
precondition for the existence of the right to know also the impersonal price when one is offered
a personalised price. Without the right to be offered an impersonal price, in fact, the trader could
simply hold that the information requirement is not applicable since the trader does not offer, or
even calculate, an impersonal price at all. Since Section III shows that the right to be offered an
impersonal price exists, the said defence will prove ineffective.
Notably, the right to know also the impersonal price might actually be what consumers want. The
Personalisation Study showed that about 60% of EU consumers would have a more positive
attitude towards personalisation practises (namely, advertising, ranking, and pricing) if opting
out were possible.16 More importantly, more than 60% of the respondents would be more likely
to purchase online if they could be sure of seeing the best available price.17 This preliminary
evidence suggests that the right to know also the impersonal price is a desirable addition to EU
consumer data law.
Empirical enquiries further suggest that, until recently, price personalisation has not been a
common market practice.18 This circumstance may lead one to wonder what the point of an indepth analysis of the economic and legal dimensions of price personalisation is. The answer to
this question is threefold. First, one of the consequences of the COVID crisis is boosting ecommerce as well as increasing the online presence of most of us. This may well accelerate the
diffusion of price personalisation, thereby making the governance of the practice more topical.
Second, as noted, price personalisation has both dark and bright sides. Thus, its limited diffusion
is not necessarily desirable. Third, above all, as the EU legislator has decided to intervene on this
matter, one should make the best out of the need to introduce an information requirement about
price personalisation.

15
16

17
18

OCED 2018, BEUC 2018, OFT 2013b. Oddly, as noted above, BEUC did not formulate the same prescription when
commenting on the draft of the Modernisation Directive.
Personalisation Study 2018, p. 148; Vijay et al. 2019 find a similar opinion surveying Indian consumers. However,
the Personalisation Study (p. 132) finds that not having the power to refuse the personalised price was one of the
three main concerns for a minority of respondents only (<20%).
Personalisation Study 2018, p. 253.
See, for example, Mikians et al. 2012, Hannak et al. 2014, Personalisation Study.
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To achieve its end, this article is structured as follows: Section II describes how the right to know
also the impersonal price builds trust, fosters competitiveness, increases access, and counters
exploitation. Section III shows that even without an explicit right to know also the impersonal
price, consumers can rely on technological and legal safeguards entitling them to be offered an
impersonal price when they are at risk of being exploited through price personalisation. Section IV
describes what would happen if consumers were not given the right to know also the impersonal
price. In essence, the more sophisticated consumers would have cumbersome ways to counter
exploitation. Section V interprets the information requirement introduced by the Modernisation
Directive as part of the system of consumer data law to show how this information requirement
shall be understood as entailing the right to know also the impersonal price. Section VI takes stock
and adds some conclusive remarks about the broader regulatory framework applicable to price
personalisation.

II.

THE EFFECTS OF THE RIGHT TO KNOW ALSO THE IMPERSONAL
PRICE ON TRUST, COMPETITIVENESS, ACCESS, AND
EXPLOITATION

The right to know also the impersonal price is a simple and effective way to govern price
personalisation. To see this, it is necessary to identify the impact that such a right is going to have
on market practises. To appreciate this impact, let us begin with a discussion of the effects that
price personalisation may have in general terms. Price personalisation may affect four dimensions
that are relevant to the normative assessment of market performance: trust, competitiveness,
consumer access, and exploitation. The interplay of price personalisation with these four variables
will show why the right to know also the impersonal price addresses the concerns related to price
personalisation in a simple and effective way.
The main intuition justifying the right to know also the impersonal price is the following: knowing
the impersonal price, consumers will opt for the personalised price when the latter is below the
impersonalised one or when they can otherwise be persuaded that it is fair for them to pay more
than the impersonal price. In non-dominated markets, price personalisation below current
market price fosters competition and increases access; in dominated markets, price
personalisation below current market prices increases access at the risk of exclusionary effects.
In both scenarios, price personalisation above current market price is typically exploitative and
shall be prohibited. Therefore, knowledge of the impersonal price generates trust in digital
markets, fosters competition and increases access while avoiding exploitation. The exclusionary
effects of price personalisation in dominated markets are not solved by the right to know also the
impersonal price, but can however be dealt with under the case law on the exclusionary effects of
rebates.19 Accordingly, the right to know also the impersonal price complements the enforcement
of EU competition law, and is particularly effective in stimulating competition and increasing
access (Section II.B), while countering exploitation at the same time (Section III.C).
The right to know also the impersonal price is sustained by a powerful economic force (incentive),
namely something akin to the so-called unravelling effect. The unravelling effect refers to a
19

9

See, for example, Graef 2017 and Maggiolino 2017.
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dynamic where traders offering goods of the highest quality have an incentive to signal this
information reliably.20 Traders offering goods of slightly lower quality respond to the same
incentive in order to distinguish themselves from the other traders. This effect spreads through
the whole market, until only traders offering low-quality products avoid signalling the quality of
their products. The unravelling effect follows a logic similar to the “lemon effect” identified by
Akerlof.21 Akerlof showed that when signalling quality is not possible, traders offering highquality goods prefer leaving the market, until only junk products remain available. The
unravelling effect presupposes that quality can be signalled reliably, that consumers understand
and act on this information, and that quality is essentially vertically differentiated. While in many
situations these conditions do not hold, they do for prices. Money is a homogeneous good (pecunia
non olet) and the comparison between the personalised and the impersonal price is a simple one
to make in many contexts. Accordingly, something akin to the unravelling effect can be expected
for price personalisation.
Because of the incentive to reassure consumers that they are not being taken advantage of
encapsulated in the unravelling effect, when traders personalise prices, consumers are going to
find themselves in one of two situations: a personalised discount, or an unqualified personalised
price. As traders have reliable reasons to make explicit when personalisation is convenient for
consumers (personalised discounts), unqualified personalised prices are going to simply be
opaque personalised surcharges—that is, surcharges that are simply presented as personalised
prices, with no information of the direction of the price personalisation, namely up (surcharge) or
down (discount).
The unravelling effect can operate in two ways, one stronger than the other. In its stronger
manifestation, some traders will give up on offering personalised surcharges. These traders
therefore will commit to offering personalised discounts only. They will signal this fact in their
privacy policies by explaining that data will be processed only to personalise discounts. They may
also want to make it salient elsewhere, using trust marks, logos, etc. Moreover, they will make the
personalised discount salient to consumers in their displays of the price. In the weaker
manifestation of the unravelling principle, traders will not give up on the possibility of offering a
personalised surcharge. Their privacy policies will, therefore, be vague on this point, and they
make the personalisation salient only when they are offering a discount. In all likelihood, an
unqualified personalised price will, therefore, be an opaque personalised surcharge. Notably, the
weaker unravelling effect is still useful to consumers. Be the effect strong or weak, traders will tell
consumers spontaneously when they are offering them a discount. However, when the effect is
weak, traders will still offer unqualified personalised prices, which actually will boil down to
opaque personalised surcharges. It is thus possible to distinguish three scenarios:
-

20
21

Scenario 1: the consumer is offered a transparent personalised discount and the trader
has committed to profile only to personalise discounts;
Scenario 2: the consumer is offered a transparent personalised discount but the trader has
not committed to profile only to personalise discounts;

For an informal discussion, see Riefa et al 2019, pp. 102–104. For seminal analyses, see Grossman 1981, Migrom
1981, and Jovanovic 1982.
Akerlof 1970.
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-

Scenario 3: the consumer is offered an unqualified personalised price, which boils down
to an opaque personalised surcharge, and the trader has not committed to profile only to
personalise discounts.

This article moves from the premise that traders committing to use consumer data to offer
personalised discounts only (Scenario 1) deserve a different treatment from traders using
consumer data to offer personalised prices in general (Scenarios 2 and 3). This distinction can and
shall inform the application of various elements of consumer data law to personalised prices,
including the analysis of whether consent is freely given by data subjects and the personalised
price is unfair. The guiding intuition of this article is that the economic interest of consumers is
threatened only in Scenario 3, to the effect that this scenario requires special attention in terms of
consumer protection. Notably, it cannot be ruled out that some instances of personalised
surcharges could be considered lawful. Moreover, as Scenarios 1 and 2 are beneficial to
consumers, a consumer policy interested in fostering the economic interest of consumers has to
allow, and even stimulate, the use of price personalisation when it is pro-competition and proconsumer.
There are two additional scenarios that are worth highlighting. They describe situations in which
consumer trust is so eroded that traders prefer to refrain from collecting data to personalise
prices, rankings, and advertisements:
-

Scenario 4: the trader desists or the consumer escapes from data collection for the
purpose of price personalisation;
Scenario 5: the trader desists or the consumer escapes from data collection for any
personalisation purpose.

In these two scenarios, the lack of consumer trust in personalisation practises limits the
development of market practises that can be beneficial to consumers and to the functioning of the
internal market. Whether Scenario 3 is worse than Scenarios 4 and 5 is something that can be
analysed only in concreto, taking into consideration the additional complexity generated by
Scenario 5.
Before navigating the technicalities of EU consumer data law, let us consider more in detail the
effects of the right to know also the impersonal price on trust, competitiveness, consumer access,
and exploitation. After all, as long as one is unconvinced that the right to know also the impersonal
price is a desirable addition to EU consumer data law, navigating its technicalities becomes largely
pointless.

A. KNOWLEDGE OF THE IMPERSONAL PRICE AND CONSUMER TRUST
Trust building is at the core of the internal market project. It is, therefore, unsurprising that trust
building is constantly referred to as one of the main goals of the EU digital policy.22 If consumers
do not trust a market, that market does not grow, and innovation is stifled, as noted in the Impact
Assessment accompanying the draft of the GDPR.23 Consumers prefer to stay away from that

22
23

11

European Commission 2019b. See also, among others, European Commission 2020 and Recital 7 GDPR.
“Building trust in the online environment is key to economic development. Lack of trust makes consumers hesitate
to buy online and adopt new services”, Impact assessment, p. 7.
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market, or if they cannot avoid a certain good or service, they become nevertheless disengaged.
When this happens, consumers are unlikely to reward innovative goods and services because they
are unlikely to search for better deals, and even to respond to advertising by switching to another
trader because they do not believe that shopping around is likely to be beneficial. As such,
competition on the merits is weakened—to the detriment of consumers and competitive
businesses.
Indeed, trust is not always good. Trusting someone who is not trustworthy is unwise. The goal is
ultimately to make digital markets trustworthy and consumers trust them. Clear and convincing
empirical evidence shows that consumers’ trust in digital markets is negatively affected by
concerns about their data.24 One interesting find in this regard is that consumers have negative
attitudes towards price personalisation not only when it harms them but also, albeit to a lower
extent, when they benefit from it.25 These negative attitudes are at the core of Scenarios 4 and 5,
which show how the lack of consumer trust is an obstacle to the use of personalisation techniques.
Take the example of a consumer who refuses to buy books online because she fears that her data
will be used to her disadvantage. She limits her range of options in various ways. She does not
receive suggestions of books she may like; she may pay more for a book; she may have to wait
longer to receive a book; the book will not be delivered to her place. Knowing when her data are
used to her advantage (Section II.B) and to her disadvantage (Section II.C), makes her confident
enough to engage in digital markets.
Restoring, or perhaps creating, an adequate level of consumer trust in digital markets is ultimately
a precondition for EU consumers and businesses to reap the benefits of the digital revolution.
Knowing what the price would be without personalisation is very likely to increase consumer
trust in digital markets. Clearly, this information boosts the confidence of consumers. When
consumers are told how the price was personalised for them, they can immediately see how their
data have been used by traders. The right to know also the impersonal price makes sure that
consumers learn that traders have used their data to offer them a discount or apply a surcharge.
This knowledge eliminates the uncertainty that is at the core of the lack of consumer trust in
digital markets.

B. KNOWLEDGE OF THE IMPERSONAL PRICE, COMPETITION AND CONSUMER
ACCESS
When there is healthy competition on the merits in the market, price personalisation is beneficial
to consumers. The key intuition is that personalisation spurs rivalry. As Ezrachi and Stucke put it,
the digital hand replaces the invisible hand.26 This happens because “price [personalisation]
means each consumer is in a separate market to be contested individually”.27 To see this, think of
the extreme case where traders have perfect knowledge of consumers’ willingness to pay for their

24
25
26
27

See, for example, trust in general, Which? 2018, p. 17.
See, Citizens Advice 2019, p. 1; Joseph Turow et al. 2009, p. 15; Personalisation Study, p. 132; Zuiderveen Borgesius
and Poort 2020; Vijai and Fetere Farkas 2019; Priester et al. 2020.
Ezrachi and Stucke 2016. Note however, that this replacement has potential dark sides too. The relevant one, for the
purpose of this research, is explored in Section II.C.
OFT 2013a, p. 26.
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products. In such setting, each consumer becomes a market of their own: traders enter into a sort
of downward auction, lowering their price until they manage to outbid competitors. This
mechanism generates two types of benefits for consumers: quality differentiation and increased
access for consumers with a willingness to pay below the market price. Let us consider these two
types of benefits in turn.
Goods and services are not all the same, and they match consumer preferences to varying degrees.
Quality differentiation is normally divided into two categories, vertical and horizontal. Two goods
are vertically differentiated when one is superior to the other. For example, any modern laptop
has better performances than ENIAC (the first computer). Of course, the concept of vertical
differentiation is not entirely unambiguous. One may reasonably argue that eating at a Michelinstarred restaurant is superior to eating at a fast-food chain. Yet, one may object that fast food is
better for someone who is in a hurry. This observation leads us to the category of horizontal
differentiation. Goods and services have multiple attributes determining their quality. And one
combination of attributes may match better than others the preferences of a particular consumer,
while another combination better matches the preferences of another. For example, I prefer
chorizo to cod, while my father-in-law prefers cod to chorizo.
Crucially, horizontal quality differentiation implies that the price-quality ratio is subjective.
Assuming the same price per kg, I will consume chorizo, and my father-in-law will consume cod.
Usually, horizontal quality differentiation reduces competitive pressure as it narrows markets. In
the example, chorizo and cod traders will not compete fiercely with each other to serve my fatherin-law and me. Instead, chorizo traders will compete to serve me, and bacalao traders will
compete to serve my father-in-law. Price personalisation can turn this widespread subjectivity
into a competitive force. With the right discount, I may choose to consume cod instead of chorizo.
Less trivially, the right discount may motivate me to: go to a restaurant that is outside of the areas
where I normally like to go; switch to a different electricity company; buy a car of a colour I do not
particularly like; etc. Processing my personal data for the purposes of price personalisation makes
these kinds of business strategies easier to pursue.28 Accordingly, price personalisation fosters
competitiveness in case of horizontal quality differentiation.
In this regard, it should also be noted that the right to know also the impersonal price brings
clarity on the lawfulness of price personalisation. Accordingly, this right stimulates traders to
incorporate price personalisation techniques into their business models. In particular, if consent
to profiling to personalise surcharges is freely given (Section III), even personalised surcharge
could be considered lawful (Section II.B).
The second positive effect for consumers comes from increased market access for those
consumers who are not willing to pay the prevailing market price. Under a system of impersonal
prices, it is not profitable for traders to serve these consumers. To serve them, they would have to
lower the price for everyone, ultimately losing money. This phenomenon exists in all the markets
that do not fit exactly with the theoretical model of perfect competition. Barriers to entry,
transaction costs, information asymmetries, imply that even in markets where there is a healthy
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competition, the prices set by traders will be above production costs. Personal data allow traders
to identify the potential consumers it is profitable to transact with if this does not mean lowering
the price for everybody else. When this happens, businesses can offer these potential consumers
a personalised discount. In this way, consumption increases. This is possible only because price
personalisation allows businesses to reach these potential consumers without having to change
the market price. When this is not possible, the price mechanism excludes these potential
consumers from accessing the good or service.
These effects are behind the view that price personalisation can benefit consumers.29 However,
price personalisation has also obviously a dark side, to which we now turn.

C. KNOWLEDGE OF THE IMPERSONAL PRICE AND EXPLOITATION
Section II.B has explained how price personalisation can benefit consumers by isolating a
particular transaction from the market mechanism. Unfortunately, this isolation can make price
personalisation detrimental to consumers too. Price personalisation is detrimental when traders
with some sort of market power can isolate a particular transaction from the market mechanism.30
As the individual consumer becomes more disembedded from the market mechanism, traders can
exploit more “situational” forms of bargaining power.31
Consider the following example. Having profiled you, a booking website increases the price of a
hotel reservation by 5%. For this personalisation to be effective, it must be difficult for you to
reserve a room in the same hotel on another website offering you a lower price. In EU law, it is
well accepted that consumers’ willingness to shop around can be very disappointing. 32
Accordingly, one has all the reasons to be very weary of unqualified personalised prices, as they
are likely to boil down to opaque personalised surcharges (Scenario 3). In fact, opacity generates
an information asymmetry in favour of the trader; the trader knows how much the personalised
price is, in comparison to the consumer. This information asymmetry gives traders a bargaining
power that they can use to exploit consumers.
The exploitative effect of price personalisation is taken to be self-evidently undesirable in the
analysis of price personalisation. The Impact Assessment accompanying the draft of the GDPR
already expresses this concern.33 This is fully consistent with the view shared by many analyses
of personalised prices that the correct welfare standard is the consumer welfare one.34 A recent
empirical study confirms that consumers perceive personalised surcharges as unfair.35 Moreover,
See footnote above.
In its analysis of the matter, the OECD considers the impossibility of parallel trade as an additional condition. I find
this distinction superfluous, because if parallel trade is possible and convenient, then market power is reduced
accordingly (OECD 2018).
31 Seminal, in this regard, Trebilcock 1991.
32 Commission Decision of 27 June 2017 relating to proceedings under Article 102 of the Treaty on the Functioning of
the European Union and Article 54 of the Agreement on the European Economic Area (AT.39740 - Google Search
(Shopping)), paras 454–461 and 598–600. This decision applies “by analogy” (AT.39740, fn 715) to the theory of
harm applied in Case T-201/04, Microsoft v Commission, EU:T:2007:289, paras 982 and 1088.
33 GDPR Impact Assessment, p. 30.
34 See, for example, OFT 2013a and 2013b, Yeung 2017, OECD 2018, Personalisation Study.
35 Boom et al. 2020, p. 9.
29
30
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this concern closely matches the rationale of existing rules under both EU competition and
consumer law.
Several competition law scholars call for the application of Article 102 TFEU to counter the
exploitative effects of price personalisation.36 The doctrinal argument is convincing. Indeed, the
test for determining whether a price is unfair is whether it is too high in comparison to costs
without an objective justification.37 According to settled case law, there is an objective justification
when “the efficiency gains likely to result from the conduct under consideration counteract any
likely negative effects on competition and consumer welfare in the affected markets, that those
gains have been, or are likely to be, brought about as a result of that conduct, that such conduct is
necessary for the achievement of those gains in efficiency and that it does not eliminate effective
competition”.38 Obviously, as personalised surcharges are detrimental to consumers, they do not
receive any benefit of any alleged efficiency coming from the personalisation. Hence, no objective
justification is possible. However, Article 102 TFEU suffers from intrinsic limitations to its
applicability, first and foremost the need to find that the trader is in a dominant position.
The concerns about consumer exploitation are also consistent with the unfairness test under the
UCTD. Article 3(1) UCTD holds that a term is unfair if the following conditions are met: there is a
significant imbalance in the performance of the parties to the detriment of the consumer; the term
is contrary to good faith. The first requirement is normally operationalised as a comparison
between the offer and the applicable default rule.39 With particular regard to prices, the
comparison is with “the methods of calculation generally used”.40 Personalised discounts pass this
test since they are not detrimental to consumers. The same cannot be said for personalised
surcharges; personalised surcharges are clearly detrimental to consumers in comparison to the
impersonal price, which as of today clearly counts as the method of calculation generally used.
The second requirement, according to the test crafted by the Court of Justice of the European
Union (CJEU), is the following: “whether the seller or supplier, dealing fairly and equitably with
the consumer, could reasonably assume that the consumer would have agreed to such a term in
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individual contract negotiations”.41 This test is admittedly vague. At a minimum, one should
understand it as implying that traders who are competing on the merits, in that they try to succeed
by offering the best available deal to consumers, are acting in good faith.42 A trader offering
personalised discounts (Scenarios 1 and 2) is arguably competing on the merits and, more
fundamentally, is not acting to the detriment of the consumer (Sections II.A and II.B). Accordingly,
a personalised discount arguably passes the test under Article 3(1) UCTD. On the contrary, a
personalised surcharge should be understood as violating Article 3(1) UCTD.
There is an important caveat here. Discounts are not personalised as part of a pricing strategy
meant to manipulate the consumer.43 Especially when the quality of a good is difficult to assess,
consumers use the normal price as a sign of its quality.44 Moreover, behavioural analysis adds
additional reason to be wary of price reductions. In particular, prospect theory suggests a discount
has a strong motivating effect. Consumers take the declared full price as a reference point, and
then attach a disproportionate value to the discount they are offered.45 Accordingly, traders could
manipulate consumers by placing an artificially high price to then apply a discount to it. For
example, some traders have been accused of raising their prices just before Black Friday.46 For
current purposes, it can be observed that such conducts could arguably be fought by applying the
Unfair Commercial Practices Directive (UCPD),47 especially after the amendment to the Price
Indication Directive (PID) introduced by the Modernisation Directive discussed in Section V.A.
Against this background, the right to know also the impersonal price helps consumers help
themselves—i.e., empowers consumers—in two ways. The simplest way is by bringing to their
attention that they are being applied a personalised surcharge. At the very least, this should lead
consumers to shop around a bit more. Moreover, knowing that they have been offered a
personalised surcharge, consumers can put in place several strategies that, by hook or by crook,
allow them to be offered an impersonal price (Sections 3 and 4). The right to know also the
impersonal price is thus a crucial tile in the system of EU consumer data law because it ensures
that consumers-data subjects are put in the condition to exercise their data subject rights in order
to protect their economic interests against exploitation in a way that is pro-competitive. In other
words, the right to know also the impersonal price instrumentalises the market mechanism to the
interest of consumers.
Notably, the right to know also the impersonal prices allows for a nuanced and flexible approach
to personalised surcharges, capable of taking account of the specificities of particular contexts. On
the one hand, one cannot rule out at the outset the possibility that some forms of personalised
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surcharges are fair. In other words, while personalised surcharges are going to be typically
exploitative, this is not necessarily the case. Think, for example, of a charity organisation that
personalises the monthly donation of its donors. When properly explained to the donors, this
practice may well be acceptable to them. Without ruling out this possibility once and for all, for
the sake of simplicity, the rest of the analysis will assume that such a justification is not applicable.
On the other hand, there are practices that operate at the boundary between price personalisation
and manipulation. An important example is those situations where the consumer profile suggests
that consumers are in a situation of particular vulnerability so that they have little time or energy
or ability to shop around. As already mentioned, consumers in this situation can at least take some
steps to be offered an impersonal price, but it might well be that this option works only on paper
(Sections 3 and 4). Even if this were the case, vulnerable consumers might still enjoy the
protection granted by the UCPD.48

D. ANCILLARY ECONOMIC CONSIDERATIONS
There are additional economic considerations that have been articulated in the analysis of price
personalisation. Discussing how they interact with the right to know also the impersonal price is
useful to show the robustness of this right. In essence, this section shows that none of these
considerations is central to the analysis of how the right to know also the impersonal price is both
pro-competitive and pro-consumers. One way to see this is that none of these considerations
justifies the creation of scenarios other than those described in Section I.
A first consideration is the potential cost traders have to bear to personalise prices. Personalising
pricing makes pricing decisions more complex for traders, and therefore costlier. How much
pricing cost increase because of price personalisation is difficult to assess. For current purposes,
a qualitative analysis is sufficient to draw reliable normative conclusions. From a consumer policy
perspective, pricing costs have little significance when the effect of these costs is ultimately procompetition and pro-consumers. Thus, if traders have to incur costs that reinforce competition or
increase consumer access, there is no reason to worry. The practice is beneficial to consumers,
and if traders choose to personalise prices, then it must be beneficial for them as well. Thus, the
main risk is that traders desist from offering personalised prices (Scenario 4) or personalisation
practises in general (Scenario 5).
The situation is different in case of personalised surcharges, as they are likely to be exploitative.
Being personalised surcharges exploitative, pricing costs add insult to injury. In fact, pricing costs
reduce the benefit that traders derive from ripping consumers off. Thus, high pricing costs reduce
the benefit traders receive from exploiting consumers, without reducing one bit the loss of the
latter. The right to know also the impersonal price makes personalised surcharges less effective
and, therefore, less attractive for traders. Accordingly, the right to know also the impersonal price
protects consumers and also reduces the social costs generated by price personalisation.
A second consideration has to do with the fact that fixed costs might be a good reason for
personalising prices.49 This insight traces back to the early 19th-century economic research on
48
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network industries pioneered by Ramsey and Boiteux.50 The basic intuition is that fixed costs
should be divided between consumers unevenly on the grounds of their price sensitivity. More
precisely, consumers whose demand is more elastic should pay less of the fixed costs than those
whose demand is less elastic. Profiling could be an effective way to estimate the consumers’ price
sensitivity.
Industries with high fixed costs typically use self-selection mechanisms to discriminate between
consumers and apportion fixed costs (so-called second-degree price discrimination). Trains offer
discounts to the elderly; air companies apply significantly higher prices to first-class and business
passengers than to economy ones, etc. These self-selection mechanisms are deemed socially
acceptable. It might be that moving towards price personalisation may lead to increased
economies of scale, to the benefit of consumers as a whole. In other words, not all the situations
falling under Scenario 3 are necessarily detrimental to consumers.
However, assessing the wisdom of any argument to this effect will require a complex assessment,
based on the specificities of each industry. Accordingly, it seems best to let sectorial regulators
deal with claims about the economies of scale made possible by price personalisation. Moreover,
to be similar to second-degree price discrimination, price personalisation should include
something making it at least similar to a self-selection mechanism. However, a self-selection
mechanism typically lets you know how you are being treated differently from others and it allows
you to opt out. For example, you have the power to not declare you are a student to benefit from
a student discount at the movies. There is an important similarity here as consumers can obtain
the offer of an impersonal price (Sections 3 and 4). However, to use this power effectively, they
must know to what extent the price was personalised. Accordingly, by informing consumers on
how differently they are going to be treated, the right to know also the impersonal price
contributes to making personalisation practises closer to a self-selection mechanism.
The third ancillary economic consideration is of great governance significance. In building the
theoretical models that help understand price personalisation, economists have identified several
variables that have context-specific effects on price personalisation and that are difficult to
estimate. Particularly important for policy purposes are the uncertain consequences regarding
the profiling accuracy and the difficulty in establishing once and for all whether a piece of
information implies best-response symmetry or asymmetry by traders. Profiling accuracy refers
to the possibility for traders to make mistakes in profiling consumers.51 In other words, traders
may estimate incorrectly how much consumers are willing to pay for their product. Tellingly, in
its analysis of the matter, the OFT simply concluded that “inaccuracy adds another layer of
complexity and can affect consumer welfare”.52
The distinction between best-response symmetry and best-response asymmetry focuses on the
effect of a piece of information on the business strategy of traders and, ultimately, on consumers.53
In the case of best-response symmetry, competitors rank consumers in relation to their products
similarly. In other words, competitors believe that a certain consumer has similar willingness to
50
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pay for the respective goods. This situation is essentially related to consumers perceiving the two
products as homogeneous. When consumers perceive the products as differentiated, the optimal
business strategy is best-asymmetric response. From the previous discussion of horizontal quality
differentiation, it follows that best-asymmetric response is typically pro-competitive and proconsumers. The effect of best-response symmetry is ambiguous, instead. Some consumers will
benefit, and others will lose. Furthermore, the more complex the good is, the more likely the
possibility that traders’ business strategy will be based on both symmetry and asymmetry. All in
all, the OFT wisely acknowledges that “it is not straightforward to identify whether a particular
type of heterogeneity that is observed is best-response symmetric or asymmetric”.54 Thus, while
in theory best-response asymmetry is “the crucial feature that can cause discrimination to
intensify competition”,55 it is extremely difficult to rely on this concept for policy-making and
enforcement given its low observability.
The right to know also the impersonal price circumvents the uncertainties related to profiling
inaccuracy and to the distinction between best-response symmetry and asymmetry for policymaking and enforcement. Consumers benefitting from price personalisation will know this is the
case by comparing the personalised and the impersonal price. Whether this is the case because of
inaccurate profiling or business strategies based on best-response symmetry or asymmetry will
not matter. At the same time, consumers who are offered a personalised surcharge are able to opt
for the impersonal price (Sections III and IV). Public enforcement can then focus on checking the
transparency and, more fundamentally, the truthfulness of personalised and impersonal prices
shown by traders. Moreover, those consumers who believe an inaccurate profiling harmed them
can exercise their right to human intervention under Article 22 to correct the inaccuracy
(Section V.C). Therefore, the right to know also the impersonal price circumvents serious
operational limits related to inaccurate profiling and the distinction between best-response
symmetry and asymmetry.
Finally, economists have started to analyse whether price personalisation can lead to a
generalised increase in impersonal prices.56 The main intuition behind this concern is that high
impersonal prices, together with the widespread use of personalised discount, may allow traders
to extract more value from price-insensitive consumers. In such a scenario, the right to know also
the impersonal price would not be an effective means of consumer protection. Other policy tools
would have to be used to address this type of phenomenon. In this regard, a promising line of
enquiry is represented by the reflection on how competition law could be used to counter
excessive prices.57
In light of the above considerations, the title of this article is fully justified: the right to know also
the impersonal price builds trust, fosters competitiveness, increases access, and counters
exploitation. But do consumers have the right to know also the impersonal price? The answer to
this question requires a long journey back and forth between the GDPR and EU consumer law.
This journey begins with the identification of the sources and scope of the right to be offered an
impersonal price (Section III). Next, Section IV identifies the ways in which consumers can
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respond to price personalisation even without the right to know also the impersonal price thanks,
in particular, to the GDPR. Building on this analysis, Section V claims that transparency in the
context of price personalisation implies the right to know also the impersonal price. Section VI
concludes.

III.

THE RIGHT TO BE OFFERED AN IMPERSONAL PRICE WHEN
CONSUMERS NEED IT

The right to know also the impersonal price presupposes the right to be offered an impersonal
price. If traders are under no obligation to offer an impersonal price, the right to know also the
impersonal price becomes an empty shell. This would be the case if traders were to adopt a
business model that always personalises prices or, more simply, if they were to refuse to offer an
impersonal price. Such a possibility could find legal grounds in the provision introducing the
information requirement about price personalisation. In fact, the Modernisation Directive grants
this right to information “where applicable”. It could thus be argued that where traders do not
offer an impersonal price, the right to the impersonal price in inapplicable. This would also imply
that traders have the power to adopt a business model that does not require them to offer an
impersonal price.
The recent decision in Amazon EU supports this conclusion.58 The case concerned the
interpretation of the information requirement about the fax number of the trader. Article 6(1)(c)
Consumer Rights Directive establishes that before entering into a distance or off-premises
contract, the consumer has the right to know “the trader’s telephone number, fax number and
email address, where available”. The German transposition imposed the duty to make this
information always available to consumers. This imposes the duty to have a phone number, a fax
number and email address in the first place. The Court held that “it is necessary to interpret the
words ‘where available’ provided for in Article 6(1)(c) of the Consumer Rights Directive as
covering cases where traders have a telephone or fax number and do not use them solely for
purposes other than contacting consumers. In the absence thereof, that provision does not impose
on traders the obligation to inform consumers of that telephone number, to provide a telephone
or fax line, or to create a new email address to allow consumers to contact them”.59 To reach this
conclusion, the Court relied upon a complex argumentative scheme, comprising literal,
teleological and contextual arguments.60 For current purposes, this decision strongly suggests that
“where applicable” in relation to the information requirement about price personalisation could
be interpreted similarly to “where available” in Amazon EU. The consequence would be that
consumers do not have the right to be offered an impersonal price.
It follows that before starting to look for the legal grounds of the right to know also the impersonal
price, one has to engage with a preliminary doctrinal question, namely, whether consumers in the
EU have the right to be offered an impersonal price. The question will be answered in the
affirmative. A closer look at the basis for processing personal data for the purpose of profiling
shows that consumers do have the right be offered an impersonal price, at the very least when
58
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they need it, namely when traders might be offering an opaque personalised surcharge
(Scenarios 2 and 3). The analysis is in three steps. First, consent is the only basis that can be
realistically used to profile a consumer for price personalisation purposes. Importantly, a profiling
that is not grounded in a valid consent is in breach of the GDPR. Second, either consumers have
the choice between consenting and not consenting to profiling for price personalisation purposes,
or their consent is not freely given. Third, when consumers do not consent to profiling for price
personalisation purposes, they still have the right to enter into a contract with the trader. If they
are not given the right to enter into the contract after having denied consent to profiling, once
again, their consent to profiling is not freely given.
It follows that without the right to be offered an impersonal price, the consent given by consumers
to profiling for price personalisation purposes is typically going to not be freely given and,
therefore, invalid. Notably, the second and third steps of the analysis are debatable when traders
commit to offer personalised discounts only (Scenario 1). However, they are solid when
consumers need the right to be offered an impersonal price the most, namely when traders intend
to offer also personalised surcharges (Scenarios 2 and 3). In fact, when a trader commits to offer
personalised discounts only, there is no risk of consumer exploitation. However, a trader who
commits to offer personalised discounts only (Scenario 1) can do so only by offering at the same
time an impersonal price. Otherwise, it is impossible to offer a discount in the first place.

A. STEP I: CONSENT AS THE ONLY VALID GROUND FOR PRICE
PERSONALISATION
Article 6(1) GDPR lists the possible basis for lawful processing of personal data. Among the six
items of this exhaustive list,61 only three can be used to ensure the lawfulness of processing
personal data in the context of a contractual relationship between a consumer and a business:
(a) the data subject has given consent to the processing of his or her personal data for one or more
specific purposes; (b) processing is necessary for the performance of a contract to which the data
subject is a party or in order to take steps at the request of the data subject prior to entering into
a contract; and (f) processing is necessary for the purposes of the legitimate interests pursued by
the controller or by a third party, except where such interests are overridden by the interests or
fundamental rights and freedoms of the data subject which require protection of personal data, in
particular where the data subject is a child. Let us consider these three bases in turn.
Article 6(1)(a) provides that processing is lawful, is based on consent, and given for specific
purposes. This is the basis on which businesses can typically rely to process personal data in
contractual relationships. This provision has to be read in conjunction with Article 7 establishing
the conditions for consent. The in-depth analysis of these two provisions is the core of the second
and third steps of the analysis in this section. For this first step of the analysis, it is sufficient to
note that valid consent could be a valid ground for profiling for price personalisation purposes.
The bases ex Articles 6(1)(b) and (f) refer to the necessity of the processing. The concept of
necessity in both provisions has to be interpreted narrowly.62 The data controller has to be unable
61
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to perform the core obligations under the contract or to protect legitimate interests referred to in
Article 6(1)(f) without profiling the consumer. This limitation, together with the additional
constraints deriving from the specific purposes identified by the two provisions, makes them
impractical venues for profiling for price personalisation purposes. Article 6(1)(b) identifies two
situations where the processing of personal data is necessary. The first one is when the
performance of the contract would not be possible otherwise. For example, a carrier needs to
know the address where the parcel has to be delivered. The second one is somewhat harder to
understand. In particular, it is unclear what the expression “take steps […] prior to entering into
a contract” means. This provision might be useful to establish the creditworthiness of a
prospective borrower, based on its financial situation and medical history. More generally, this
ground seems to refer to situations where the trader has to evaluate the match between the
products and services it offers and the consumer interested in entering into a contract. In any
event, the application of this basis is clearly limited by the requirement that the processing be at
the request of the data subject. Traders are typically the ones to ask for consumer consent using
standard forms, privacy “notices”, pop-ups, etc. It is therefore unlikely to conclude that the
processing is at the request of the data subject. For these reasons, Article 6(1)(b) is unlikely to
offer a valid basis to processing for the purpose of personalising prices. Accordingly, only
Articles 6(1)(a) and (f) deserve additional consideration.
Article 6(1)(f) has the flavour of a residual basis, to be applied when the previous ones are
inapplicable.63 Its scope of application is described in abstract terms, namely “for the purposes of
the legitimate interests pursued by the data controller or by a third party”, and limited by the justas-abstract limitation that “such interests are overridden by the interests or fundamental rights
and freedoms of the data subject”.64 At the outset, note that Recital 47 gives particular prominence
to the expectations of data subjects. Given the hostility of the general public to price
personalisation (Section II.A), it is hard to see how Article 6(1)(f) can offer a valid basis for
processing data for the purpose of personalising prices. Assuming this is not an insurmountable
obstacle (it is after all conceivable that the interest driving price personalisation could be
considered legitimate although price personalisation itself is unpopular), it is necessary to
distinguish again between personalised discounts and personalised prices in general, including
personalised surcharges.
Article 38 of the EU Charter of Fundamental Rights grants consumers the right to a high level of
consumer protection. Personalised discounts are pro-competitive and pro-consumer, to the effect
that the balancing test could be met since the interests, fundamental rights, and freedoms of the
data subject do not seem to be harmed by the processing. In case of an unspecified price
personalisation, which also includes the power to offer personalised surcharges, it is hard to see
which legitimate interest of the data controller is at stake. Exploiting consumers is not a legitimate
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interest of the trader. Hence, subject to the other limitations under consideration, Article 6(1)(f)
might be a legitimate basis for personalising discounts. It is not, in any event, a legitimate basis for
personalising pricing in general, including personalised surcharges.
Article 22(1) GDPR represents an even greater obstacle to consider Article 6(1)(f) a valid basis for
processing personal data for the purpose of price personalisation.65 In the case of price
personalisation based on Article 6(1)(f), the consumer enjoys the right not to be subject to a
decision based solely on automated decision-making granted by Article 22(1). At the outset, it is
necessary to acknowledge some controversies about Article 22(1). First, it is questioned whether
Article 22(1) establishes a prohibition or a right to opt out.66 Second, one can doubt that price
personalisation “produces legal effects concerning [the data subject] or similarly affects him or
her”. Third, one has to understand the limit to the scope of application of the right implied by the
adverb “solely”.
On the first issue, I find that Article 22(1) establishes a prohibition for two reasons. First, a right
to opt out is essentially what Articles 21(2) and (3) grant in case of direct marketing. When data
subjects object to direct marketing, the data controller has to stop processing their data for such
purpose. Reading a right to opt out in the expression “right not to be subject” (Article 22) would
mean that this expression has the same meaning of “right to object” (Article 21). This conclusion
conflicts with the plain meaning of the two provisions. Additionally, had the legislator wanted to
grant a right to opt out with both provisions, it would have drafted them using the same words.
Second, there is a simple conceptual argument in favour of finding a prohibition. A right not to X
is the correlative of the prohibition to X.67 For example, because Joao has the right not to be killed
by Paolo, Paolo is prohibited from killing Joao. It is not the case that Paolo is entitled to kill Joao
until Joao resists or asks for help. Paolo ought not to kill Joao, period. Likewise, because Joao has
the right not to be subject to a decision based solely on automated decision-making, a business is
prohibited from subjecting Joao to a decision based solely on automated decision-making.
Moving to the second issue, it is hard to doubt that Article 22(1) applies to price personalisation
because price personalisation does not “produces legal effects concerning [the data subject] or
similarly affects him or her”. In fact, since price personalisation based on profiling triggers an
information duty, profiling has a legal effect. Perhaps this answer is a bit legalistic, but it is
unavoidable nevertheless. Moreover, there is arguably a legal effect for the simple fact that the
price is personalised. In its Guidelines on profiling, WP29 explains that, among other things, “legal
effect” includes “something that affects a person’s legal status or their rights under a contract”.68
If one follows the WP29’s Guidelines, being offered a price instead of another should count as a
legal effect because it affects consumers’ “rights under a contract”. In any event, one should at
least agree that price personalisation significantly affects data subjects. Among other things, this
is the case given the great distrust in digital markets generated by price personalisation
(Section II.A). The applicability of Article 22 to price personalisation is also suggested by
Recital 45 of the Modernisation Directive, holding that the information duty about price
personalisation is “without prejudice” to the application of the GDPR, “which provides, inter alia,
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for the right of the individual not to be subjected to automated individual decision-making,
including profiling”. This is exactly the right granted by Article 22(1). This passage of Recital 45 of
the Modernisation Directive shows the intention of the EU legislator to interpret Article 22(1) as
applicable to price personalisation.
The third and last point about the scope of Article 22(1) is understanding when a decision is based
solely on automated decision-making. On this point, the prevailing opinion is that the adverb
“solely” should be understood essentially as in the lack of any meaningful human intervention.
The main reason is that, otherwise, it would be extremely easy to turn Article 22(1) into a paper
tiger. Data subjects would lose the right granted by this provision every time a person
rubberstamps the decision taken in pure autonomy by the algorithm. The Commission already
showed this concern in the Impact Assessment accompanying the draft proposal of the GDPR.69
The same concern has been reaffirmed by the WP29 and also by scholars.70
Moreover, Recital 45 of the Modernisation Directive holds that the information requirement about
personalised prices is without prejudice to the application of the GDPR, “which provides, inter
alia, for the right of the individual not to be subjected to automated individual decision-making,
including profiling”. It cannot pass unnoticed that the recital does not include the adverb “solely”.
This omission shall at least be taken as a confirmation that in the absence of meaningful human
intervention, Article 22(1) is applicable. Accordingly, the scope of Article 22(1) is broad so that it
is unlikely that business models intending to offer personalised prices will be able to circumvent
this provision. So understood, Article 22(1) prohibits all forms of price personalisation based
solely on automated decision-making. Thus, not even personalised discounts can be offered by
relying on Article 6(1)(f).
In light of the above, the basis that will be typically used to profile a consumer for the purposes of
price personalisation is consent.71 We can now move to the second step of the analysis.

B. STEP II: “FREELY GIVEN BUNDLED CONSENT” TO PRICE PERSONALISATION
The second step of the analysis has to show that, unless consumers have the choice between
consenting and not consenting to profiling for the purpose of price personalisation, their consent
is not freely given. The determinants of a freely given consent are found in Article 7 and
Recitals 42 and 43 GDPR. Article 7 is composed of four paragraphs. Paragraph 1 allocates the
burden of proof that consent was freely given to the data controller. Paragraph 2, which is clearly
inspired by the UCTD, establishes requirements of procedural transparency for declarations of
consent preformulated by the controller and provides that declarations violating these
requirements are not binding. Paragraph 3 introduces the right to withdraw consent at any time
while making safe the processing done before the withdrawal. Paragraph 4 establishes
substantive requirements for the consent to be freely given: “When assessing whether consent is
freely given, utmost account shall be taken of whether, inter alia, the performance of a contract,
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including the provision of a service, is conditional on consent to the processing of personal data
that is not necessary f or the performance of that contract.”
Paragraph 4 is the most significant one for current purposes, especially when read in light of
Recitals 42 and 43. In fact, Recital 42 explains that “[c]onsent should not be regarded as freely
given if the data subject has no genuine or free choice or is unable to refuse or withdraw consent
without detriment”. This general indication of when consent is not freely given is complemented
by Recital 43, which holds that “consent should not provide a valid legal ground […] where there
is a clear imbalance between the data subject and the controller […]. Consent is presumed not to
be freely given […] if the performance of a contract, including the provision of a service, is
dependent on the consent despite such consent not being necessary for such performance.”
The conditionality test set by Article 7(4) is not of easy interpretation. Recital 43 says that consent
given under a conditionality requirement (or bundled consent) is presumed not to be freely given.
Article 7(4) says that “utmost importance” shall be given to the fact that there is conditionality.
One way to read the two texts coherently is that the Recital simply points out that the burden of
persuasion on consent being freely given is on the business. If so read, the recital boils down to
specify the content of the burden of proof under Article 7(1) with regard to conditional consent.72
Be this as it may be, Article 7(4) is unusually emphatic in drawing the attention of courts to
conditionality. Is this enough to always forbid the use of bundled consent to profiling for price
personalisation purposes?
A spectrum of orientations along two extremes has already emerged. The first, ostensibly
restrictive, orientation reads into Article 7(4) a general prohibition of bundling consent. The
second accepts bundling when there are sufficient alternatives available on the market. The first
orientation has been endorsed by the Article 29 Working Party (WP29) in its 2018 Guidelines on
Consent and ratified by the European Data Protection Board.73 According to the guidelines, “a
mobile app for editing photos” that bundles consent violates Article 7(4).74 The position rests on
two arguments. The first argument is that one ought not to be “dependent on what other market
players do and whether an individual data subject would find the other controller’s services
genuinely equivalent”.75 The second and parallel argument is that data controllers would have to
constantly patrol the offers of competitors to be able to prove that consent was freely given.
While the views of the WP29 and the EDPB are not binding, their opinion needs to be taken
seriously. Unfortunately, their arguments do not withstand rational scrutiny. In relation to the
first argument, one has to bear in mind that a well-functioning market is a key component of the
freedom of choice of consumers. In other words, the WP29 and the EDPB do not give enough
attention to the connection between a well-functioning market and freedom of choice.
This connection is nothing less than a core proposition of EU internal market law. In EU
competition law, this is already explicit in the wording of Article 102(b) TFEU when it qualifies as
an abuse of dominant position “limiting production, markets or technical development to the
prejudice of consumers”. Moreover, the connection between freedom of choice and competition
72
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is a constant concern in the reasoning of the CJEU as shown, for example, by the justification for
the use of hardcore restrictions in the application of Article 101 TFEU. Experience has shown that
some types of conducts, such as cartels, are so likely to have “negative effects, in particular on the
price, quantity or quality of the goods and services” that the Commission does not have to prove
their actual effects on the market.76 In EU consumer law,77 the dependence of freedom of choice
from the available alternatives on the market is inherited from the case law on the free movement
of goods: prohibiting imports has always been considered less favourably than information duties
because restricting the free circulation of goods limits the development of the internal market.78
The connection between a well-functioning market and freedom of choice is thus at the heart of
the internal market project.
Similar considerations are also articulated in the recitals of the GDPR. Recital 4 reminds to every
interpreter that “[t]he right to the protection of personal data is not an absolute right; it must be
considered in relation to its function in society”. Consumer data law, as noted, has the primary
function of protecting the interests of consumers in digital markets. It follows that the
interpretation of the provisions on consent to profiling shall be guided by the needs of consumers,
as articulated in Section 2. Moreover, Recital 7 notes “the importance of creating the trust that will
allow the digital economy to develop across the internal market”. Notably, following the EDPB’s
advice reduces the likelihood of pro-competitive and pro-consumer uses of personalised
discounts. The criticised interpretation of “freely given bundled consent” boils down to a
regulatory failure limiting the development of the internal market, in a context where the GDPR
was introduced exactly to obtain the opposite result.79
The disconnect between freedom of choice and the market structure is incoherent with the
structure of internal market law, and the role played in it by the GDPR. At the same time, the view
under comments fails to consider the connection between privacy and the interests of consumers.
Considerations about the availability of alternatives offered by other companies shall play a role
in deciding if consent was freely given exactly because a well-functioning market contributes to
freedom of choice. It follows that the first argument has to be rejected.
The second argument is even less convincingly articulated. The governance structure of consent
in the GDPR imposes the burden of proof on data controllers. It is thus hard to understand why
difficulties for data controllers to prove that consent was freely given should count as a reason in
favour of a restrictive notion of freely given bundled consent. The argument under consideration
fails to explain this critical point. The argument could be seen as a paternalistic move in favour of
the data controller. Data controllers would not understand, contrary to the WP29 and the EDPB,
how difficult it will be to satisfy the burden of proof. Hence, it is in data controllers’ interest to
take this option away from them.
While possible, it is unlikely that this is the reason behind the argument under consideration. It
seems more plausible that the argument moves from a distrust of data controllers. But if this is
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the case, then the argument rests on the unreasoned premise that assigning the burden of proof
to data controllers is not enough. This might well be the case, as proving that consent was freely
given might be more difficult in case of bundled consent. However, the GDPR moves from the
premise that this is a rebuttable presumption. Instead of denying this regulatory choice, the WP29
and the EDPB would have probably performed their clarificatory function better by providing
guidance on how to rebut the presumption. In this regard, it is noteworthy that the EDPB has
simply reinstated the unreasoned position of its predecessor on the matter. This is particularly
disappointing once it is considered that the Austrian and Italian Civil High Courts have adopted
less restrictive interpretations of “freely given bundled consent”.
The Austrian judges concluded that bundled consent is presumed not to meet the high standards
set by the GDPR. It is up to the data controller to adduce the “special circumstances in individual
cases” that can meet the burden of persuasion placed on the data controller by the GDPR. The
court added that this is the obvious interpretation of the relevant texts, to the effect that there was
no need to submit a request for a preliminary reference to the CJEU.80 The Italian High Civil Court
has decided in a fashion similar to its Austrian counterpart. However, the Italian High Civil Court
has given ample room to data controllers for rebutting to the presumption established by
Article 7(4).81 The case under scrutiny dealt with the consent to direct marketing by third parties
as counter-performance for accessing contents that the court considered “generic” and “easily
accessible elsewhere”.82 The analysis of the case led the court to hold that it is lawful to bundle
consent to the receipt of marketing material when the service offered can be acquired by other
means and the data subject can renounce to it without heavy sacrifice.83 Metzger and Steppe hold
similar views.84
Following this line of reasoning, the bundled consent asked in the examples by both the Belgian
and UK Data Protection Authority (DPA) would have had a good chance of being found lawful. 85
In one example, consent to granting access to the contact list was bundled to the right to use a
torch app. It cannot be doubted that there are other ways to turn your phone into a torch, and it
is a product one can live without. Accordingly, this bundled consent is likely to comply with the
decision by the Italian High Civil Court. Similarly, in the example by the UK DPA, consent to share
the contact details with third parties was required to conclude the transaction on an online
furniture shop. There are plenty of furniture shops online and offline and so, also in this case, it is
predictable that the Italian High Civil Court would have found the bundled consent as freely given.
It is noteworthy that the Italian decision had to do with a case of direct marketing. Although the
court did not give relevance to this information in its decision, it is arguably important, and
suggests a more nuanced approach to the interpretation of Article 7(4). This more nuanced
approach can be grounded in an analysis of the business models that rely on consent to process
data. For current purposes, it is useful to distinguish between business models where access to
data is the consumer’s counter-performance in return for the good or service and those where
80
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this is not the case. The first category is typical in content-sharing industries (news,
entertainment, etc.). Traders active in these industries operate a multi-sided market, in which the
consumers enter into the contractual relationship to access content, and the platform generates
revenues through advertising by third parties. This is the business model of YouTube, for example.
Direct marketing at a later point in time (via email or other means of communication) receives a
different legal treatment from personalised advertisements viewed while the consumer is
accessing content. In fact, Articles 21(2) and (3) grant to the data subject the unconditioned right
to stop the processing of their data for direct marketing purposes. Moreover, direct marketing
receives a different treatment even in terms of legal basis. Recital 46 makes it clear that
Article 6(1)(f) can be used to process personal data for the purpose of direct marketing.
Accordingly, direct marketing is not a central example of what bundled consent is about.
Bundled consent seems to refer more paradigmatically to business models that collect data to
offer personalised advertising. In this regard, it shall be noted that Article 3(1) Digital Content
Sales Directive (DCSD) recognises that data can be the consumer’s counter-performance.86 It is
indeed the case that the DCSD is without prejudice to the application of the GDPR (Article 3(8)
DCSD). However, this does not mean that the two shall not be interpreted systematically.
From a systematic perspective, the choice of introducing a specific discipline for the use of
consumer data as counter-performance without elaborating on when bundled consent is freely
given is telling. More precisely, this choice strongly suggests that the more liberal view expressed
by the Italian Civil High Court goes in the right direction. Accordingly, there is “freely given
bundled consent” to process data as counter-performance when there are easily accessible
alternatives on the market. In this regard, I suggest that bundled consent should not be considered
freely given when bundling is the norm in a particular industry. If it is hard to find traders that are
not bundling consent, then consumers lack “the genuine or free choice” mentioned by Recital 42.
Against this background, it is easy to see that price personalisation deserves a stricter standard of
scrutiny. The use of data as counter-performance and price personalisation rest on two
completely different economic logics. Contrary to the case of the use of data as counterperformance, traders personalising prices are not operating a multi-sided market, where
revenues are generated by way of advertising. Moreover, the consumers’ data are not a counterperformance, given to receive the service provided by the trader. When consent to personalise
prices is bundled, the trader generates revenues directly from the transaction entered into with
the consumer. Accordingly, a higher level of suspicion for profiling to personalise prices than for
the use of data as counter-performance is justified. In fact, in the case of the use of data as counterperformance, it is difficult to assess the fairness of the exchange because it is hard to find a metric
to compare the performances of the parties. In the case of price personalisation, instead, this
comparison is easier because one can compare the impersonalised and the personalised price
(Section II.C).
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In this regard, the typology developed in Section II in light of the unravelling effect helps to shed
additional light on the matter. Bundled consent can be divided into two categories in light of the
unravelling effect: traders that commit to offer only personalised discounts (Scenario 1); traders
that, depending on the circumstances, will offer either a personalised discount or surcharge
(Scenarios 2 and 3). The consensus among economists is that personalised surcharges can work
only if, for one reason or another, traders enjoy sufficient market power to pull it off (Section II.C).
Against this background, Recital 42 makes it crystal clear that the existence of power imbalances
between data subjects and data controllers is the underlying reason for the suspicion against
bundled consent. Accordingly, bundled consent asked for price personalisation purposes that
could result in surcharges is strongly correlated with bargaining power on the data controller’s
side. For this reason, the presumption that consent to processing to personalise prices is not freely
given is fully justified.
To the contrary, traders that only personalise discounts (Scenario 1) act in pro-competitive, proconsumer ways (Section II.B). These traders will have no reservations in letting consumers know
what the impersonal price would be because this information is critical to show the convenience
of their offer. Following this line of reasoning, bundling consent to profiling only to personalise
discounts shall not be seen as a cause of concern: consumers will know the impersonal price
because it is in the trader’s interest to show it and price personalisation will be pro-competitive
and pro-consumers.
A somewhat difficult case is that of the trader bundling consent to generically personalise price
who then applies a personalised discount (Scenario 2). It is tempting to endorse a strong
protectionist position, to the effect that this trader cannot rebut the presumption that consent was
not freely given. If this were the case, however, it would then be difficult to see how the
presumption could be rebutted at all. Indeed, obtaining consent to offer personalised surcharges
is just an indicium of bargaining power. If no surcharge is applied, then one can doubt there was
a problem of imbalance in bargaining power in the specific transaction under consideration.
Systematically, the unfairness test pursuant to Article 4(1) UCTD is coherent with this view, as
this test has to take in consideration the specific circumstances of the case. The relevance of this
regulatory choice in relation to unfair contract terms for manifestations of consent under the
GDPR is established by Recital 42 GDPR, holding that “[i]n accordance with [the UCTD] a
declaration of consent pre-formulated by the controller […] should not contain unfair terms”.
Accordingly, the consumer who was offered a personalised discount but could have been offered
a personalised surcharge was not harmed. This shows that the trader did not exercise excessive
bargaining power, to the effect that it should be possible to rebut the presumption that consent to
profiling was not freely given.
In light of the above, there are strong reasons to consider that bundled consent to profiling only
to personalise discounts can be considered freely given (Scenario 1). On the contrary, bundled
consent to profiling to personalise prices without qualification (Scenarios 2 and 3), which
therefore includes opaque personalised surcharges (Scenario 3), suggests a power imbalance
between the data subject and data controller and, as such, it should be presumed not to be freely
given. Those traders who nevertheless do not apply a surcharge (Scenario 2) have a strong
argument to rebut the presumption that consent was not freely given.
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C. STEP III: A FREELY GIVEN CONSENT IMPLIES THE RIGHT TO BE OFFERED AN
IMPERSONAL PRICE
From the analysis in Sections III.A and III.B, some conclusions can be drawn. To have a valid basis,
processing to personalise prices has most likely to be based on consent. When consent to
personalise prices is bundled, we shall distinguish the case where traders personalise only
discounts (Scenario 1) from the case where they personalise prices without qualification
(Scenarios 2 and 3). Traders that do not plan to apply personalised surcharges will signal it by
asking consent—bundled or not—only to offer personalised discounts, with all the positive effects
described in Sections II.A and II.B. Instead, bundled consent to also offer personalised surcharges
shall be scrutinised with suspicion. As personalised surcharges are viable only in the presence of
sufficient market power, it is likely that this bundled consent is not freely given. It will be up to
traders to show that bundling consent did not amount to an unlawful exercise of bargaining
power. Traders applying a personalised discount without having committed to profiling only for
this purpose (Scenario 2) have a strong argument at their disposal to claim that consent was freely
given.
On these grounds, it is straightforward to see that the GDPR grants consumers the right to be
offered an impersonal price when they actually need it, namely when traders do not want
consumers to know the impersonal price because they want to apply a personalised surcharge.
Consumers have this right. In fact, bundled consent to profiling for offering an unqualified
personalised price is not freely given, especially when it leads to a personalised surcharge
(Scenario 3). Thus, when asked consent to this purpose, the consumer shall have the right to
refuse and still enter into a contract with the trader. As the trader was not authorised to
personalise the price, it can only offer an impersonal price. This means that the consumer has the
right to be offered an impersonal price.
The analysis in Section III.B led to the conclusion that bundled consent to personalised discounts
can be considered to be freely given. This means that consumers do not have the right to receive
an impersonal price instead of a personalised discount. However, as seen in Section II,
personalised discounts are both pro-competitive and pro-consumer, to the effect that consumers
do not need the right to receive an impersonal price in these circumstances. At worst, on the
grounds of the profiling done by the data controller, consumers will not be offered a discount,
which means that they will receive only an impersonal price.
To wrap up. Articles 6 and 7 GPDR imply the right to be offered an impersonal price. On the one
hand, traders that would want to apply personalised surcharges (Scenarios 2 and 3) have to be
able to offer an impersonal price to make sure that consent to processing for unqualified price
personalisation purposes is freely given. On the other hand, traders that want to apply
personalised discounts (Scenarios 1 and 2) will do so in ways that signal the convenience of the
offer (Scenarios 1 or 2), or will desist and offer the impersonal price only (Scenarios 4 and 5).
Accordingly, it is not possible to object to the right to know also the impersonal price that traders
have the right not to offer an impersonal price.
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IV.

THE GOVERNANCE OF PERSONALISED PRICES WITHOUT THE
RIGHT TO KNOW ALSO THE IMPERSONAL PRICE

To justify the right to know also the impersonal price, it is useful to describe the dynamics that are
likely to take place without the recognition of such a right. In essence, consumers have various
lawful strategies at their disposal to know the impersonal price and to avoid the personalised
price if they want to. This leads to the question: if consumers have lawful ways to know the
impersonal price, why not to make this knowledge easily available to them? This is not a rhetorical
question, but a question with an immediate legal consequence in light of the principle of
effectiveness. The lawful strategies described here hinge upon the unravelling effect described in
Section II. According to the unravelling effect, traders offering a personalised discount have
reasons to make this fact salient to potential consumers (Scenarios 1 and 2). Only traders offering
a personalised surcharge will try to hide that they are offering a personalised price (Scenario 3).
When faced with unqualified personalised prices (Scenario 3), consumers—some, at least—are
going to guess that in truth, they are being offered an opaque personalised surcharge. How can
they respond to this offer? At a minimum, they can reject the offer and continue shopping.
However, it is possible to imagine various situations where the market mechanism is going to be
essentially a futile response to opaque personalised surcharges. This is especially going to be the
case when there is a lack of convenient substitutes because products and services are
differentiated (either horizontally or vertically) and there is a lack of alternative distribution
channels. Generalising, in all those situations where consumers think—rightly or wrongly—that
additional search would not be fruitful, “voting with their feet” will not help consumers walk away
from a personalised surcharge. As seen, the right to know also the impersonal price reduces the
bargaining power that traders derive from opacity (Section II.C). In so doing, the right to know
also the impersonal price instrumentalises the market mechanism to the economic interest of
consumers. Additional sources of bargaining power would have to be countered by
complementary legal norms, such as competition law and the UCPD (Section II).
There are also some technological tricks consumers can rely upon to remain as anonymous as
possible on the web. Consumers could use browsers in incognito mode, delete their search history
and cookies, or use multiple browsers. Consumers who have received an opaque personalised
surcharge would have to perform the search again using a browser in incognito mode, after
deleting their digital footprint, or by changing browser.87 By so doing, they would avoid the use of
any previously collected personal data to personalise prices. The behavioural experiment in the
Personalisation Study offered to participants the opportunity to clear their cookies. The option
had trivial effects.88 The survey part of the same study gave better results: 63% respondents
declared that they clear cookies at least sometimes.
Be this as it may, laying low cannot work when consumers have to login to the website of the
trader to know the price offered to them. Moreover, forcing consumers to use these technological
safeguards increases search costs and may both reduce competitive pressure and increase the
87
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vulnerability of those consumers who are not internet savvy. Finally, by trying to remain
anonymous on the web, consumers forego all the other benefits that may come with
personalisation, such as personalised advertisements and rankings (Scenario 5).89 In other words,
these technological tricks have several shortcomings: they increase search costs, will likely reduce
competitiveness, harm vulnerable consumers, and limit the other benefits of personalisation. As
these technological tricks are overdefensive and generate side effects, EU consumer data law
should include better-designed tools. Tools that are both pro-consumer and pro-competitive.
Do consumers have legal procedures to rely upon in addition to these costly technological tricks?
An obvious candidate is Article 22 GDPR. We have seen in Section III.A that Article 22(1) is a
formidable obstacle to the use of Article 6(1)(f) as a legal basis to processing for price
personalisation purposes. When the legal basis is consent, however, Article 22(3) cannot do much
for consumers, unless one presses it to extract the right to know also the impersonal price. This
point is analysed in the next section. Assuming that Article 22(3) grants no right to know also the
impersonal price, the “suitable measures” it describes neither entitle the consumer to be offered
the impersonal price after having rejected the personalised one, nor to know the impersonalised
and personalised prices at the same time. Unless one is willing to identify the right to know also
the impersonal price as a suitable measure required by Article 22(3), this provision is not of much
help against personalised surcharges.
The GDPR offers an additional, but cumbersome, procedure made of three steps.90 As explained in
Section III.A, it is most likely that price personalisation will be based on consumers’ consent. The
first step is the exercise of the right to withdraw consent to profiling for price personalisation
purposes (Article 7(3)). This withdrawal, however, does not affect “the lawfulness of processing
based on consent before withdrawal" (Articles 13(2)(c) and 14(2)(d)). This limitation entitles the
trader to also hold firm the personalised surcharge after consent is withdrawn. In fact, offers
including personalised surcharges after the consent is withdrawn will still be based on processing
lawfully based on the consent. Thus, consumers need to do more to receive an impersonal price.
The second step is exercising the right to be forgotten. Pursuant to Article 17(1)(b), the data
subject who withdraws the consent given according to Article 6(1)(a) has “the right to obtain from
the controller the erasure of personal data concerning him or her without undue delay”. After the
exercise of this right, the business loses access to the data about the consumer that enabled the
personalised surcharge in the first place. At this point, the consumer can begin the process for
entering into the contract from scratch, this time denying the processing of his or her personal
data for price personalisation purposes. This is the third and last step of the procedure consumers
can rely upon under the GDPR to be offered an impersonal price.
The procedure just described suffers from practical limitations. First, the procedure rests on a
prompt execution of the duty to erase personal data following the exercise of the right to be
forgotten by the consumer. If the data erasure takes too long, the consumer might well prefer to
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give up and accept the personalised surcharge. Second, this procedure is clearly cumbersome for
the consumer. Cumbersomeness suggests that many consumers may give up on it even if they
were to picture that it could work. Moreover, given the complexity of this procedure, it might well
be too much for consumers in vulnerable situations to exercise. This would imply regressive
distributive effects in favour of those headstrong consumers that follow all the steps of the
procedure. These caveats suggest that this form of self-protection works on paper, but is likely to
have limited practical relevance.
In light of the above, the following conclusions can be drawn. First, to avoid or opt out of an
unqualified personalised price, which is likely to be an opaque personalised surcharge
(Scenario 3), consumers can rely on the market mechanism, on overdefensive technological tricks
and at least a cumbersome legal procedure. Traders who wish to but cannot offer a personalised
surcharge have an economic interest in offering at least the impersonal price because the
consumer who was supposedly willing to accept the surcharge will be happy to pay no more than
the impersonal price. Second, traders using price personalisation to offer discounts can be
expected to do so in their own interest (Scenarios 1 and 2). Offering personalised discounts
stimulates competition and increases the access of consumers (Section II.B).
In the absence of a right to know also the impersonal price, consumers can nevertheless rely on
the market mechanism, overdefensive technological tricks, and a cumbersome legal procedure, to
guard themselves against personalised surcharges. However, these safeguards have drawbacks
that reduce either the effectiveness of the protection of data subjects or its desirability all things
considered. The right to know also the impersonal price increases the effectiveness of protection,
and it ensures that consumers can reap the other benefits that come with personalisation.

V.

THE RIGHT TO KNOW ALSO THE IMPERSONAL PRICE:
TRANSPARENCY AND THE EFFECTIVENESS OF CONSUMER
DATA LAW

The right to know also the impersonal price clearly belongs to the new field of law at the crossing
of consumer law and data protection, labelled above as consumer data law. As such, the legal
grounds of this right are to be found in both EU consumer law and data protection. This legal
analysis begins with the analysis of the provision and recital dedicated to price personalisation in
the Modernisation Directive. It continues with a systematic reflection of the amendment the
Modernisation Directive introduces to the PID. The focus then moves to the UCTD, with a brief
look at the Consumer Rights Directive. Here, the focus is on the evolution of the principle of
transparency in the case law of the CJEU, together with the principle of effectiveness. The journey
ends with the GDPR, and in particular with the “suitable measures to safeguard the data subject’s
rights and freedoms and legitimate interests”.
In essence, the argument developed in this section is that the Modernisation Directive introduces
the right to know also the impersonal price once the relevant provision is interpreted in light of
the principles of transparency and effectiveness under EU consumer law, and together with the
rights granted to data subjects by Article 23 GDPR. This approach is fully consistent with the
argumentative practice of the CJEU: “according to the settled case law of the Court, it is necessary
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to interpret [a] provision not only by reference to its wording but also by reference to the context
in which it occurs and the objectives pursued by the rules of which it is part”.91
Section I has already noted that the provision on the information requirement regarding price
personalisation is generic: “where applicable, [consumers have the right to know] that the price
was personalised on the basis of automated decision-making”. At first glance, the provision says
nothing about what consumers have to be told beside that the price is personalised. The wording
of the provision suggests that it is sufficient to tell consumers that the price is personalised. As
explained in Section I, this narrow interpretation leads to the following paradox: a personalised
surcharge would, in all likelihood, fail the unfairness test under the UCTD, but the fairness review
is forbidden because the price is transparent as it complies with the specific information
requirement. Yet, consumers do not actually know that they were offered a personalised
surcharge; they only know they were offered an unqualified personalised price.
The claim of this article is that the correct interpretation of the provision is “where applicable,
[consumers have the right to know] how much the price was personalised on the basis of
automated decision-making”. Therefore, the correct interpretation of the provision is one that
goes beyond its mere literal meaning. Ultimately, this approach to price personalisation rests on
the assumption that knowing that the price was personalised is an important contribution to a
high level of consumer protection in a well-functioning internal market (Section II). Thus, “the
objectives pursued by the rules of which [the information requirement] is part” support this
interpretation. This is the case because the unravelling effect justifies the belief that the right to
know also the impersonal price contributes to ensuring the beneficial effects of price
personalisation, namely, building trust, fostering competitiveness, increasing access (Sections II.A
and II.B). It also protects them from exploitation (Section II.C).
Without the right to know also the impersonal price, to protect themselves against opaque
personalised surcharges, consumers need to be sophisticated enough to expect that consent asked
to offer a generically personalised price implies that they may receive an opaque personalised
surcharge. Then, they have to continue shopping around or rely on overdefensive technological
tricks, or on a cumbersome legal procedure (Section IV). This cannot be right. As further
developed in Section V.B, the principle of effectiveness offers particularly straightforward
guidance in requiring more from this information requirement than letting consumers simply
know that the price was personalised, without informing them also how much. The proposed
interpretation of the information requirement introduced by the Modernisation Directive is
sufficient to introduce the right to know also the impersonal price—the right that makes price
personalisation pro-competitive and pro-consumer (Section II).

A. TRANSPARENCY IN EU CONSUMER LAW AND THE RIGHT TO KNOW ALSO
THE IMPERSONAL PRICE
As required by the interpretive directives of the CJEU, let us consider the information requirement
about price personalisation in “the context in which it occurs”. In this regard, it is particularly
relevant to consider the new information duty about discounts that the Modernisation Directive
91
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introduces in the PID under Article 6a of the latter. Paragraph 1 of this new article sets the general
rule that “[a]ny announcement of a price reduction shall indicate the prior price applied by the
trader for a determined period of time prior to the application of the price reduction”. This rule is
then specified by the following paragraphs. Article 6a(1) Price Indication Directive (PID)
acknowledges that it is important for consumers to know not only the price they are going to pay
but also how much this price has changed in relation to the normal price, i.e. “prior price applied
by the trader for a determined period of time prior to the application of the price reduction”. The
information duty introduced by Article 6a PID finds its economic rationale in fighting the type of
manipulation consumers may be a victim of when they take prices as quality indicators
(Section II.C). Article 6a is meant to counter this kind of practices by making sure that traders have
been offering their prior price for a sufficiently long period of time.
Before moving forward, it is necessary to give some remarks about the interaction between the
information requirement about price personalisation and the one about price reductions, both
introduced by the Modernisation Directive. At first glance, it seems reasonable to consider the
offer of a personalised discount as a commercial practice covered by Article 6a(1) PID.92 It appears
that as a matter of literal interpretation of this provision, offering a personalised discount is an
“announcement of a price reduction”. Pursuant to paragraph 2 of the same provision, “prior price
means the lowest price applied by the trader during a period of time not shorter than 30 days
prior to the application of the price reduction”.
Several considerations stand against this interpretation. For current purposes, it is sufficient to
draw attention to the strong obstacle that this interpretation generates to the use of personalised
discounts, which, as seen, are normally pro-competitive and pro-consumer (Section II.B). Imagine
a trader begins to offer personalised discounts today. Some consumers are offered a discount of
30% so that they pay, say, 70 EUR instead of 100 EUR. From this moment on, pursuant to the
interpretation here rejected, 70 EUR is the lowest price to be used as a benchmark when
calculating personalised discounts. In other words, the trader is only obliged to qualify as
personalised discounts prices below 70 EUR. At the same time, there is nothing in Article 6a
compelling the trader not to use 100 EUR as its impersonal price. It follows that each and every
personalised price between 70 and 100 EUR is not a personalised discount. Nevertheless, a
personalised price of, say, 80 EUR is not a personalised surcharge, since the impersonal price is
100 EUR. It is then extremely hard to understand how to qualify prices between 70 and 100 EUR.
In such a scenario, the use of personalised discounts would be strongly disincentivised.
In the absence of any recital explaining the rationale behind Article 6a PID in the Modernisation
Directive, the interpreter is forced to guess. In this regard, it seems reasonable to conclude that
the purpose of this new information requirement is to put an end to the misleading practice of
increasing prices before announcing impersonalised discounts (Section II.C). Following this
rationale, there is no need to apply Article 6a PID to personalised discounts. As its application to
personalised discounts is an obstacle to their use, and their use is desirable, Article 6a should not
be interpreted as considering a personalised discount as the lowest price within the meaning of
Article 6a PID.
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Be this as it may, Article 6a PID operates at the juncture of two of the most important pieces of EU
consumer law, namely the UCPD and the UCTD. In the case law on both directives, transparency
is typically understood to require that the business explain to consumers the “economic
consequences of” the term.93 This “substantive” understanding of transparency requirements is
an expansion of the plain meaning of Articles 4 and 5 UCTD, which demand only that terms be
written in plain, intelligible language. Indeed, the CJEU has stated in multiple occasions that
transparency under the UCTD has to be understood “in a broad sense”.94 In its recent Guidance
Document, the Commission has identified reasonable extensions of the transparency principle,
that are in all appearance behaviourally informed.95 The Commission essentially demands that
important terms be salient in the written document. This is an important and desirable
specification.96 Alas, the Guidance Document says nothing about extending the substantive
dimension of transparency beyond the scope drawn in the case law of the Court.
This is problematic for current purposes because, for the Court, transparency is anchored to
understanding the consequences of the actual term. The requirement of substantive transparency
boils down to enabling the average consumer to understand “the specific functioning of the
mechanism to which the relevant term relates and the relationship between that mechanism and
that provided for by other contractual terms”.97 In other words, the (average) consumer has to be
able to foresee what will happen under the contract. In case of a loan agreement, he must be able
“to estimate in particular the total cost of his loan”.98 To this end, it is unnecessary to know what
would happen under an alternative contractual arrangement.
Unfortunately, the right to know also the impersonal price would inform exactly about this type
of alternative contractual arrangement. Instead, the current understanding of transparency in EU
consumer law covers the consequences of the actual price terms included in the contract. To see
the difference, it is useful to consider how the unfairness test works in relation to the interest rate
(in essence, the price) in a loan agreement. A judge is “required, inter alia, to compare the method
of calculation of the rate of ordinary interest laid down in that term and the actual sum resulting
from that rate with the methods of calculation generally used, the statutory interest rate and the
interest rates applied on the market at the date of conclusion of the agreement at issue in the main
proceedings for a loan of a comparable sum and term to those of the loan agreement under
consideration”.99 While transparency requires, in essence, to understand how much one has to
pay, unfairness is established by comparing the interest rate with market practice or legal
standard. The latter, but not the former, is thus a comparative test.
It is bearing in mind the boundaries of transparency in the current case law of the CJEU that one
sees the systematic importance of Article 6a PID. This provision introduces in EU consumer law
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the idea that it is not enough for consumers to be able to compare transparent prices offered by
different traders to make informed decisions. Consumers have the right to know the information
that allows them to understand how the price included in a special type of offer—the price
reduction—came to be. The right to know also the impersonal price follows the same logic but it
does so in relation to a different type of special offer: personalised price.
The concept of transparency has to be expanded even further to justify the right to know also the
impersonal price.100 Otherwise, the principle of transparency would be an obstacle to enshrining
the right to know also the impersonal price in the provision under consideration. Against this
background, it is critical to reflect on why the unfairness test is a comparative one. In other words,
what is the source of the comparative element of the unfairness test? Surely, it is not the plain
meaning of Articles 3(1) and 4(1) UCTD. Article 3(1) simply holds that “A contractual term which
has not been individually negotiated shall be regarded as unfair if, contrary to the requirement of
good faith, it causes a significant imbalance in the parties’ rights and obligations arising under the
contract, to the detriment of the consumer”; Article 4(1) adds that “the unfairness of a contractual
term shall be assessed, taking into account the nature of the goods or services for which the
contract was concluded and by referring, at the time of conclusion of the contract, to all the
circumstances attending the conclusion of the contract and to all the other terms of the contract
or of another contract on which it is dependent”. If not in the plain meaning of the text, what is the
origin of the comparative element of the unfairness test?
The unfairness test has a comparative element because the CJEU said so. In Aziz, the Court held
that to assess if there is a significant imbalance, one can perform “a comparative analysis” between
the term and the “rules of national law [that] would apply in the absence of an agreement by the
parties in that regard”.101 The Court explicitly refers to Advocate General Kokott’s Opinion in the
case. The justification of such comparative analysis given by Advocate General Kokott is just that
it is “not possible to analyse whether there is a significant imbalance without” this comparison.102
Clearly, the Court did not rely on an elaborated argumentative scheme to introduce a comparative
element in the unfairness test.
The same line of reasoning applies to the transparency of personalised prices. To paraphrase the
Advocate General, “It is not possible to assess whether a [personalised price is transparent]
without a comparison with the [impersonal price].” Deriving the right to know also the impersonal
price from the transparency principle is thus fully in line with the interpretive practice and
argumentative standard relied upon by the CJEU in a legal context contiguous to the current one.
Furthermore, this hermeneutic move is justified by the purpose of ensuring that consumer
contract terms are transparent: “information, before concluding a contract, on the terms of the
contract and the consequences of concluding it is of fundamental importance for a consumer. It is
on the basis of that information in particular that the consumer decides whether he wishes to be
bound by the terms previously drawn up by the seller or supplier.”103 The right to know also the
100
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impersonal price is a simple way to ensure that consumers receive an “information […] on the
terms of the contract […] of fundamental importance” to decide “whether he wishes to be bound
by the terms previously drawn up by the seller or supplier”.
To sum up, substantive transparency has been understood so far as being related to the
consequences of actual terms. However, the amendment to the PID shows that in special
circumstances, a comparison is necessary. Moreover, the unfairness test has a comparative
element, that was introduced by the CJEU when it found it useful to do so. The same comparative
element can and should be found also in the information requirement about price personalisation,
thereby leading to the right to know also the impersonal price.

B. THE EFFECTIVENESS OF EU CONSUMER LAW AND THE RIGHT TO KNOW
ALSO THE IMPERSONAL PRICE
We just saw that Advocate General Kokott called for something akin to a conceptual necessity
when prompting the Court to acknowledge the existence of a comparative element in the
unfairness test under the UCTD. The problem with that is the difficulty of proving conceptual
necessity. Luckily, one does not even need to rely on such a strong argument to use the principle
of transparency to justify the right to know also the impersonal price. It is sufficient to rely on a
humbler but still far-reaching principle in EU consumer law, namely the principle of effectiveness,
now enshrined in Article 47 of the EU Charter of Fundamental Rights.
The principle of effectiveness has played a pivotal role in the expansion of the scope of the UCTD
in the case law of the CJEU. The lion’s share of the reach of the principle of effectiveness has been
in relation to remedies. Effectiveness, in fact, has played a crucial role in establishing, among
others, the ex officio control of unfair terms,104 the duty to stay executive proceedings,105 the power
to grant interim relief,106 and also the supplementary role of default provisions to avoid the
nullification of the contract when nullification would be detrimental to consumers.107
Crucial for current purposes, effectiveness has also been relevant to the justification of the broad
interpretation of the concept of transparency. In fact, the Court has invoked the “fundamental
importance” of being informed to justify the broad understanding of transparency.108 These
extensions are not surprising once one bears in mind that Recital 10 UCTD indicates the
effectiveness of control of unfair terms as a crucial goal of the harmonisation prompted by the
UCTD. A concern for effectiveness is thus paramount in the normative DNA of the UCTD.
The principle of effectiveness is thus a powerful interpretive tool in the context of the UCTD. A
tool the Court should use in this particular context. To see this, let us reconsider the findings of
Section IV, which explained what consumers can do in order to be offered an impersonal price if
they were not given the right to know also the impersonal price. The upshot of that analysis is
that, first, consumers have to understand that an unqualified personalised price can actually be
104
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an opaque personalised surcharge. Second, knowing this, consumers have to take appropriate
countermeasures, which may require them to withdraw their consent to processing, to later
exercise the right to be forgotten, and finally restart the process, this time denying consent to the
processing for the purpose of price personalisation. As seen, it is likely that this procedure is too
demanding. This raises a series of doctrinal questions.
The first doctrinal question to answer is tightly intertwined with the analysis of the concept of
transparency. The question asks whether it is reasonable to demand from the average consumer
to follow this complex procedure. More precisely, first, it has to be plausible for a reasonably
informed, observant, and circumspect consumer to guess that an unqualified personalised price
is actually a Trojan horse for an opaque personalised surcharge. In other words, the average
consumer should be able to derive the implications of the application of the unravelling effect in
the context of digital markets. I am not aware of any empirical evidence in this regard. However,
the unravelling effect is something that economists have begun to study only in the 1980s. Thus,
also to their trained eyes, for many years, the unravelling effect was not something self-evident.
Moreover, as seen in Section I, the Personalisation Study gives additional reasons to doubt, as
European consumers are largely sceptical about their understanding of how price personalisation
works. To make things worse, the beliefs of these consumers are also not particularly reliable.
Even among the minority (44%) of consumers who reported to have some understanding of price
personalisation, 31% did not see any benefit in price personalisation.109 Furthermore, the
Personalisation Study includes an experiment that does not take the unravelling effect into
consideration.110 This is another sign that even experts may struggle to detect where the
unravelling effect might be at play and its practical importance. Against this background, it is quite
unreasonable to expect that reasonably informed, observant and circumspect consumers are
going to unveil an opaque personalised surcharge on their own.
Even assuming that average consumers smell the smoke, the next issue is whether they actually
follow all the above-mentioned steps to reject the opaque personalised surcharge and be offered
an impersonal price. In this regard, there can be no doubt that asking the average consumer to
follow the three-step procedure described above is incompatible with EU consumer law. Suffices
to notice in this regard that Article 22 of the Consumer Right Directive forbids the use of preticked boxes on websites. The same view has been restated in Recital 42 of the GDPR. If it is too
much to ask average consumers to untick a box, surely it is going to be too much to ask them to
follow a complex procedure requiring them to exercise multiple rights under the GDPR. Notably,
this argument is incomplete, because one could go to greater lengths in considering the empirical
evidence on how passive consumers can be, the types of inactivity that EU consumer law tolerates
from the average consumer, as well as the implication for current purposes of the target consumer
and vulnerable consumer standards under the UCPD. However, for current purposes, such a long
and complex analysis would only reinforce a conclusion that is apparent already. The procedure
identified in Section IV to opt out of a personalised price is too demanding for the average
consumer.
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Even average consumers are not sophisticated enough to protect themselves on the grounds of
the existing legislation without the right to know also the impersonal price. Simply knowing that
the price was personalised, without also knowing how much was personalised, leaves the average
consumer unprotected against exploitation in the form of opaque personalised surcharges.
Accordingly, the principle of effectiveness thus demands the search of an additional suitable
safeguard. Two options seem available under the UCTD. The first is reducing the scope of the
exclusion from the unfairness test provided by Article 4(2) UCTD in order to make the unfairness
test applicable to opaque personalised surcharges. The second is recognising the right to know
also the impersonal price. The choice of the latter stems from a comparison between who is in a
better position to dissuade the use of opaque impersonal prices between courts and consumers.
Let us consider the effectiveness of excluding opaque personalised surcharges from the scope of
application of Article 4(2). In this regard, it is crucial to bear in mind that the rationale for
excluding core terms from the application of the unfairness test is irrelevant for personalised
prices. The Court has held that the exclusion pursuant to Article 4(2) is “explained by the fact that
no legal scale or criterion exists that can provide a framework for, and guide, such a review”.111 In
such a context, the best institutional design is letting the market discipline the price/quality
ratio.112 However, opaque personalised surcharges rely on a depotentiation of the disciplining
power of the market mechanism (Section II.C). Additionally, the CJEU has already made clear that
Article 4(2) shall be interpreted narrowly, as it introduces an exception to the unfairness test. 113
Thus, the purpose of Article 4(2) and the interpretive rule that exceptions have to be narrowly
interpreted suggest making Article 4(2) inapplicable to opaque personalised surcharges. In this
way, the unfairness test would always be applicable to opaque personalised prices.
However, the institutional problem identified by the Court to justify the exclusion remains.
Without consumers having the right to know also the impersonal price, courts would hardly be in
a better position to apply a “scale or criterion” to evaluate opaque personalised surcharges than
they are in relation to the price/quality ratio more generally. Surely, the impersonal price is
arguably a good candidate for evaluating personalised prices, but to make this assessment viable,
the impersonal price would have to be easily known by courts. However, courts would face a
severe information problem if consumers did not have the right to know also the impersonal price.
It is easy to see how making the impersonal price available to courts in case of litigation raises
complex probatory issues. Even assuming that placing the burden of proof on traders gives them
adequate incentives to disclose the impersonal price, the problem still remains of how consumers
can identify an opaque personalised surcharge in the first place. The enforcement system could
only rely on consumer associations and national regulatory agencies to protect consumers against
opaque personalised surcharges.
It shall be noted in this regard that the governance structure of unfair contract terms under EU
consumer law considers consumer associations and national regulatory agencies as complements,
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Case C-143/13, Matei, ECLI:EU:C:2015:127, para. 55; see also Case C-26/13 Kásler and Káslerné Rábai,
ECLI:EU:C:2014:282, paras 54–55.
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rather than substitutes, to consumer enforcement. Yet, to be enabled to act, consumers must know
the impersonal price. It is thus appropriate to keep relying on transparency first, leaving the
unfairness test for those situations where traders have used opaque pricing strategies that go
beyond not disclosing the impersonal price. To the contrary, consumers will be in a good position
to protect themselves against personalised surcharges once they are made aware of them.
Consumers just have to opt out of the price personalisation process or shop around to counter
exploitation. Indeed, consumers have technological tricks and legal procedures to opt out
(Section IV) and can always choose to shop around more.
As seen, it is unlikely that the average consumer has the level of sophistication necessary to
identify the threat represented by unspecified personalised prices that boil down to opaque
personalised surcharges (Scenario 3). The right to know also the impersonal price makes the
generality of consumers aware that they are being offered a personalised surcharge. In so doing,
this right actively deters traders from offering personalised surcharges. The right to know also
the impersonal price is thus an effective way to ensure a high level of consumer protection in
relation to opaque personalised surcharges.
It might be objected that the right to know also the impersonal price does not cut deep enough
into the problem of personalised surcharges. After all, the analysis in this article claims that the
legal procedure identified in Section IV to opt out from a personalised surcharge is ineffective.
Thus, one may legitimately ask, what is the point of letting consumers know the impersonal price
if it is unlikely that they are going to activate themselves to exercise their right to be offered an
impersonal price? This is a reasonable concern. However, the main thrust of the right to know also
the impersonal price does not lie in opting-out from the personalised surcharge. Rather, it rests in
deterring traders from applying personalised surcharges in the first place. Knowing that the
trader is trying to exploit them, consumers have a good reason to shop around more.
Consequently, traders have a market-based reason not to try to offer personalised surcharges in
the first place.
Admittedly, this strategic consideration presupposes that there is enough competition in the
market to give viable alternatives to consumers. The analysis in this article has repeatedly
emphasised that personalised surcharges are viable in the presence of bargaining power
(Sections II.C and V). Making the personalised surcharge transparent counters the bargaining
power that comes with opacity. Should additional sources of bargaining power be present in a
particular context, it might well be that an effective system of consumer protection will require
more than the right to know also the impersonal price. However, it cannot be denied that this right
improves the level of consumer protection.
Finally, the right to know also the impersonal price has the obvious advantage of bringing clarity
on what traders are allowed to do (Section II.B). Traders have the power to offer personalised
surcharges, but they have to make them explicit. If they are able to convince a consumer that it is
fair for him or her to pay a surcharge, so be it. When traders doubt they can convince consumers
that a surcharge is fair, the right to know also the impersonal price will be an effective deterrent
against personalised surcharges.
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In light of the above, the principle of effectiveness complements the principle of transparency in
justifying the conclusion that the Modernisation Directive enshrines the right to know also the
impersonal price.

C. THE RIGHT TO KNOW AS A SAFEGUARD MEASURE EX ARTICLE 22(3)
The interpretation of the provision about personalised prices shall take into consideration also
EU data protection. The provision under consideration is part of consumer data law, and the
understanding of transparency in relation to data protection complements the one under
consumer law. In this regard, the most important provision is Article 22(3) GDPR, which
substitutes the right ex Article 22(1) when processing is “based on the data subject’s explicit
consent”. Article 22 is part of the rights data subjects have after their data have been processed
(Articles 15–22). These rights complement the ex ante information rights granted to data subjects
by Articles 13–14. In particular, Articles 13 and 14 grant to data subjects the right to know “the
logic involved, as well as the significance and the envisaged consequences of [automated decisionmaking] for the data subject”. Article 22(3) is composed of two elements: a general duty for the
data controller to “implement suitable measures to safeguard the data subject’s rights and
freedoms and legitimate interests” and a set of minimum safeguard measures. The data subject
has “at least the right to obtain human intervention on the part of the controller, to express his or
her point of view and to contest the decision”.
The minimum safeguard measures pursuant to Article 22(3) do not work well for price
personalisation. Obtaining a human intervention and arguing against the decision are measures
that are adequate at best when the decision is based on bias, error, or the data subject gives
additional, relevant information.114 In case of price personalisation, bias or error are only
peripheral concerns (Section II.D). However, it might well be the case that the profile misses some
important information. Imagine a consumer pays the caretaker of some relative, but the data
controller has not processed this information. Quite clearly, this information implies that the data
subject has a lower purchasing power. Accordingly, it might also be in the trader’s interest to offer
this consumer a low price. The personalised price offered without taking this information into
account might be well above the consumer’s actual purchasing power. Nevertheless, the point
remains that the main concern for the legitimate interest of data subjects comes from the
opportunity to exploit them (Section II.C). And the minimum safeguard measures provided by
Article 22(3) are inadequate in that regard. Hence, these measures are inadequate in relation to
the key issue raised by price personalisation.
The finding that the minimum safeguard measures identified by Article 22(3) are of little use in
relation to price personalisation is not surprising. The paradigmatic cases for which these
minimum safeguard measures have been identified are quite different from price personalisation.
Recital 71 refers as paradigmatic examples “automatic refusal of an online credit application or erecruiting practices without any human intervention”. More recently, the WP29 has made a broad
list of examples: “cancellation of a contract; entitlement to or denial of a particular social benefit
granted by law […] ; refused admission to a country or denial of citizenship; […] significantly affect
the circumstances, behaviour or choices of the individuals concerned; have a prolonged or
114
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permanent impact on the data subject; or at its most extreme, lead to the exclusion or
discrimination of individuals”.115
In the analysis of Article 22, one cannot ignore the vivid debate among privacy law specialists on
the right to an explanation. More precisely, the apple of discord is whether, and if so to what
extent, Article 22(3) gives data subjects the right to an explanation. This is not the place for a deep
analysis of this debate. At least three positions can be distinguished:
–

Those denying that such a right exists. Notably, prominent supporters of this view
combine it with the complaint that data subjects should have this right.116

–

Those claiming that this right exists already.117

–

Those holding the intermediate position that Article 22(3) grants a more limited right to
legibility.118

This is obviously not the place to settle this debate, especially because regardless of which position
one prefers, the right to an explanation is not what consumers actually need.
In the case of price personalisation, consumers do not need to know how their data have been
used to personalise the price offered to them. More basically, for consumers it is sufficient to know
what the personalised price is and what the impersonal price is (Section II). Information about
how the algorithm moved from the impersonal price to the personalised one is of little relevance
to consumers. Additionally, privacy law scholars have joined consumer law scholars in lamenting
that overloading a consumer data subject with information might well be counterproductive.119
This consideration is an additional reason to prefer the right to know also the impersonal price to
the right to receive an explanation when applying Article 22(3) to price personalisation.
In light of the above, the minimum safeguard measures are not adequate to protect the legitimate
interests of consumers in case of price personalisation, even once one takes into consideration the
debate on the right to receive an explanation. This finding authorises the interpreter to search for
an adequate measure different from the minimum safeguard measures indicated in Article 22(3).
As seen, the right to know also the impersonal price is such a measure (Section II).
To conclude, the information requirement about price personalisation introduced by the
Modernisation Directive shall be interpreted as a part of the system of consumer data law. So
analysed, transparency in and effectiveness of EU consumer law, together with Article 22(3) GDPR
converge to justify the right to know also the impersonal price as the simple and effective way to
protect consumers against exploitation in the form of opaque personalised surcharges by
profiteers (Scenario 3).
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VI.

FINAL REMARKS

This article argued in favour of the right to know also the impersonal price from two interlocking
perspectives. First, in terms of economic consequences, the right to know also the impersonal
price contributes to making price personalisation pro-competitive and pro-consumers. Second,
from an EU law perspective, the right to know also the impersonal price is enshrined in the
information requirement introduced by the Modernisation Directive, once the provision is
interpreted following the interpretive practice of the CJEU. More precisely, Section V claimed that
the right to know also the impersonal price follows from a careful interpretation of the
information requirement introduced by the Modernisation Directive. This is an important finding
because it circumvents the challenges deriving from the complexities of the harmonisation
character of the Consumer Rights Directive, the piece of legislation hosting the information
requirement introduced by the Modernisation Directive.
The Consumer Rights Directive is, generally speaking, a directive of maximum harmonisation.
Article 4 prohibits national measures “diverging” from those laid down in the Directive. However,
Articles 5 and 6 provide for several exemptions that would have to be carefully analysed to
establish whether the right to know also the impersonal price could be adopted by Member States
in case the analysis in Section V is rejected. The Modernisation Directive introduces additional
complexity in this regard. The new Article 6a of the Consumer Rights Directive establishes that
“without prejudice” to the E-Commerce Directive,120 Member States may impose additional
information requirements for providers of online market places, i.e. for “a service […] operated by
or on behalf of a trader which allows consumers to conclude distance contracts with other traders
or consumers”.121 These additional measures “shall be proportionate, non-discriminatory and
justified on the grounds of consumer protection”. Moreover, it is well-known that the E-Commerce
Directive generates complex governance issues.122 Setting these issues aside, it is arguably
discriminatory to hold that imposing the duty to disclose the impersonal price only to traders
using online marketplaces, but not to traders using their own software to allow for the conclusion
of distance contracts. There may also be questions of effectiveness as comparison services (e.g.
Skyscanner, Trivago) probably do not count as online marketplaces.123 A more thorough analysis
of these provisions would be needed to articulate a well-reasoned account.
By relying on the claim built in Section V, one sets the problem under consideration aside. The
complex analysis of the exact contours of the limits for Member States to go beyond the
120
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information requirement about price personalisation becomes unnecessary. Once properly
interpreted, this information requirement enshrines the right to know also the impersonal price
already. Hence, no issue regarding the authority of Member States to introduce the right to know
also the impersonal price may be raised.
From a substantive perspective, it remains an open question whether consumers need a simple
right to opt out from personalised prices, especially in case of personalised surcharges, in addition
to the right to know also the impersonal price, to complement the power to show around and
substitute the overdefensive technological tricks and the cumbersome legal procedure described
in Section IV. At the same time, this article has not discussed the delicate issue of the best remedies
in case of opaque personalised prices.124
While more might be needed, the point remains that the right to know also the impersonal price
contributes to a well-functioning EU digital market, as shown in Section II. Moreover, this right is
justified by the principles animating EU consumer data law, as argued in Sections III to V.
Accordingly, it is advisable that Member States take the opportunity of making this right explicit
when they implement the Modernisation Directive.
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